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ABSTRACT 
Ericsson Business Unit Multimedia (BMUM) is currently developing the product 
Business Communication Suite (BCS), a suite of applications providing uniformed 
communications for small and medium sized enterprises. The organization developing 
BCS is called Next Generation Business Communication (NGBC) which is 
distributed over three continents and six countries. BCS consists of several modules 
that are being developed by different teams. One of these modules is eDiBle, the 
common database library which is a central part of the product. The team responsible 
for eDiBle is called the SUDZ-team. However, eDiBle is needed, used and changed 
by the other teams throughout the entire distributed organization, but the collaboration 
is troublesome. 

The main purpose of the thesis is to introduce Open Source ways of working with the 
common component eDiBle. This required both an analysis of the current situation to 
understand the needs of the organization, and a generation of ideas on how to address 
those needs. The methodology used to perform the analysis consisted of initial 
interviews, two surveys as well as collection of other data. Following the analysis 
external interviews, workshops and an Open Source benchmark were carried out to 
help generate ideas.   

The analysis showed that the biggest impediments, obstructing collaboration on 
eDiBle, were related to communication and coordination, knowledge sharing and a 
Scrum process with too much noise. These impediments caused delays and prevented 
the developers from producing creative solutions. For example, more than 70 percent 
of the developers in the organization claimed that lack of coordination with other 
teams and stakeholders have caused them delays and restricted creative solutions. 

Addressing the identified issues nine ideas were generated and presented to the 
organization, as follow: 1) Make the Wiki more informative, 2) Make the SUDZ-team 
module owners, 3) Provide one formal way for all contribution, 4) Eliminate 
irrelevant items from the backlog, 5) Provide an eDiBle delivery plan, 6) Introduce a 
Task Force team, 7) Visualize queues, 8) Set up a coordination team, 9) Clarify a 
strategy for versioning and releases 
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SAMMANFATTNING 
Ericsson utvecklar för tillfället produkten Business Communication Suite (BCS), en 
samling kommunikationslösningar för små och medelstora företag. Organisationen 
som utvecklar BCS går under benämningen Next Generation Business 
Communication (NGBC), vilken är distribuerad över tre kontinenter och sex länder. 
BCS består av flertalet moduler vilka utvecklas av olika team. En av modulerna är 
eDiBle, ett gemensamt databasbibliotek som är centralt för produkten. Teamet som 
ansvarar för komponenten kallas SUDZ-teamet men eDiBle används av alla teamen i 
den distribuerade organisationen, vilket också innebär att ny funktionalitet i eDiBle 
ständigt efterfrågas. Samarbete kring eDiBle är dock förenat med vissa svårigheter. 

Det huvudsakliga syftet med detta examensarbete var att introducera ett arbetssätt 
inspirerat av Open Source för att hantera den gemensamma komponenten. Detta 
krävde såväl en analys av organisationen och dess behov samt en genereing av idéer 
för hur dessa behov bör tillfredställas. Flertalet metoder har använts för att utföra 
analysen; först genomfördes intervjuer internt, varpå två enkätundersökningar 
utfördes och slutligen samlades även annan data från interna system in. Efter analysen 
genomfördes externa intervjuer, workshops och en Open Source benchmark för att 
samla inspiration och generera idéer. 

Analysen visade att de största hindren för samarbetet med eDiBle var relaterade till 
kommunikation och koordination, kunskapshantering och en arbetsprocess med för 
mycket störningar. Dessa hinder orsakade förseningar och hade negativ inverkan på 
utvecklarnas möjlighet att skapa kreativa lösningar. Exempelvis hävdade över 70 
procent av utvecklarna i organisationen att avsaknad av koordination med andra team 
och intressenter har orsakat dem förseningar och förhindrat kreativa lösningar. 

För att undanröja de identifierade problemen genererades nio idéer som presenterades 
för organisationen, enligt följande: 1) Förbättra Wikin, 2) Gör SUDZ-teamet till 
modulägare, 3) Skapa ett formellt sätt att bidra till eDiBle, 4) Rensa backlogen från 
irrelevanta poster, 5) Tillhandahåll en målsättning och en plan för eDiBle, 6) Inför ett 
Task Force team, 7) Visualisera köer, 8) Inför ett koordineringsteam, 9) Klargör en 
strategi för versionshantering och releaser 
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API   Application Programming Interface 

BCS   Business Communication Suite 

BMUM  Business Unit Multimedia 

C&BA   Consumer and Business Applications 

eDiBle   A database library used in BCS. 

eForge   Internal project platform, web based 

KM   Knowledge Management 

NGBC   Next Generation Business Communication 

Patch   A short section of code 

PO Product Owner 

SUDZ-team The team in charge of eDiBle. 

Wiki An internal website where the information is provided 
informally. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
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This chapter aims to introduce the thesis, defining the problem and the purpose. 
Demarcations will also be presented as well as a disposition of the report. 

This report is part of a thesis work performed by the authors at Ericsson Multimedia 
Business Unit, at the department Consumer and Business Applications (BMUM 
C&BA) in Kista, Stockholm. The thesis comprises 30 credits which correspond to 20 
weeks of full time work for each of the authors and is written for the Royal Institute of 
Technology (Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan, KTH) in Stockholm.  

1.1 Background 

Ericsson is one of Sweden’s largest companies and is represented all over the world, 
employing 85000 people. Founded in 1876, within a few years Ericsson started 
producing phones. Today the company delivers products within many different areas 
such as networking, communication services and mobile broadband. Multimedia 
Business Unit (BMUM) is among the smaller units within Ericsson, as the name 
implies, working with multimedia solutions. The goal of the department is innovative 
application platforms, service delivery and revenue management solutions, combined 
with leading content developer and application provider relationship (Ericsson, 
Annual report 2009). This enabling for Ericsson BMUM to help customers to create 
differentiating multimedia services. 

1.1.1 Business Communication Suite 

Business Communication Suite (BCS) is a communications solution for enterprises 
currently being developed at C&BA. BCS delivers unified communication in 
combination with true mobility, enabling and enhancing communication efficiency 
through advanced communication services (Ericsson.se, 2011). It contains 
functionality such as voice services, video and web conferencing and messaging 
services, offering a multimedia and collaboration environment extraordinary. The 
intention is to reduce the need of business travels as well as providing efficient 
collaboration regardless of geographical locations (Ericsson.se, 2011). 

The product was originally not intended to comprise all the functionality that is now 
already included or soon being included. Due to this fact the different parts of BCS 
are not completely integrated or compatible.  

1.1.2 The NGBC organization 

The organization working with the BCS is called NGBC. As mentioned above the 
product delivers a range of functionality, divided into different components (nodes). 
The different nodes are: Voice, Collaboration Server, Conferencing, Mobility, Web 
Client Enabler, Web Admin GUI, Client and Provisioning. Depending on the size and 
complexity of each component, either one or several teams are working on it. These 
are distributed over six different sites: China, India, Italy, Mexico, Netherlands and 
Sweden. For example there are five teams working on the Voice component, each 
team located at a different site. However, common for all the teams, regardless of  
what node they belong to, is that all developers are co-located. Thus, no teams have 
members spread over several sites. Also common for the teams is that they are 
following Scrum principles, working in short iterations with clear deliverables set for 
each iteration. Requirements are continuously changing throughout the development 
process demanding the organization to be Agile, which is achieved through the Scrum 
methodology. As part of Scrum the teams are also self-organizing. 
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The distribution of the development has taken place as a result of the BCS growing. 
The change has been rather hurried and the organization has had a hard time adapting 
to the new conditions. Most complicated is the fact that almost all the teams, 
regardless of location, are depending on the common component developed in Kista, 
Stockholm.  

1.1.3 The common component – eDiBle 

The common component that all the teams need for the development of their own 
components is called eDiBle. eDiBle is a library with common database models and 
APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) for implementation, offering the teams 
access to the information in the database. An intention with eDiBle is that it should be 
possible to reuse functionality from the component in future products, reducing 
development costs and time. Though, this was not the original intention of eDiBle 
which have caused some problems in terms of scalability as BCS have evolved. 
eDiBle is a merge of two parts, an older and a newer and while the newer parts are 
designed considering the reuse aspect the older parts are not to the same extent. The 
team in charge of eDiBle consists of seven software developers, referred to as the 
SUDZ-team.  

1.2 Problem investigation 

Obviously there is a conflict between long-term development of eDiBle and satisfying 
the teams depending on eDiBle. Long term development means carefully deciding the 
structure of the code, considering the reuse aspect while satisfying the other teams 
rather is about making swift changes that are specific to the team posting the request.  
Since there are close to ten teams using eDiBle the number of requests rather quickly 
become numerous, making it hard to maintain the quality of the code in eDiBle. If 
focusing too much on the reusability aspects, the teams will have to wait longer for 
changes to be implemented and they might be delayed. Otherwise, if implementing 
changes that are too specific the structure of the library will be destroyed. 

What has become a big problem in the organization as it has grown and become more 
distributed is that communication between the different teams is lacking. This means 
that all too often proposed changes or requests are posted first when a deadline is 
approaching, leaving no time consider the reusability aspect.  

The SUDZ-team has tried to take an Open Source approach by establishing a 
community for collaborating with eDiBle, using a platform on eForge. Despite trying 
to convince co-developers to use the forums and to search for information on the Wiki 
page, the participation is poor.  

The questions to be investigated are defined as: 

• What are the organizational needs from a new ways of working? 

• What concrete activities are necessary to perform when implementing a new 
ways of working? 

• What in the Open Source ways of working can be useful to adapt to the NGBC 
organization? 

1.3 Purpose 

The current situation initiates problems in both usage and development of the 
common component, frustrating both the people overburdened and those having to 
wait for changes to be implemented. 
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Therefore the organization intends to introduce an Open Source way of working with 
the common component, which should decrease lead time for most of the teams 
within the organization. The purpose of the thesis is to analyze the current situation to 
identify problems and understand the reasons behind them but also to propose 
concrete activities that can constitute a new way of working with the common 
component. The new ways of working should be inspired by Open Source ways of 
working. 

1.4 Demarcations 

The thesis comprises an analysis of the current situation as well as proposed solutions 
to the identified areas of improvement. However, the thesis does not include the 
implementation of new ways of working. 

The thesis extent is limited to the common component eDiBle in the particular context 
of the company today. Thus, the analysis and the presented solutions cannot be 
regarded as general but are specific to the organization within which the thesis was 
performed. This also means that the distributed organization is not questioned but 
treated as a precondition.  

Further the authors chose not to find solutions such as adding developers to reduce the 
workload innovative enough, but instead other solutions were searched for. 

1.5 Thesis disposition 

Chapter 2 Method presents the different activities performed during the thesis work. 
How the authors have organized their work will also be briefly described. 

Chapter 3 Literature Review provides a detailed description of the areas studied. The 
review is divided into three main categories: Working process, Distributed 
development and Knowledge Management. The working process currently used at the 
department as well as alternative methods for developing software are presented. 
Further, what it means to develop software in a distributed organization and the 
concept Knowledge Management and the importance of such is also explained. 

Chapter 4 Results and analysis includes the results of the empirical study that has 
been performed. The solutions proposed to the company are also defined and 
explained in detail. 

Chapter 5 Discussion and further work presents the authors’ reflections on the 
execution of the thesis as well as the suggested solutions. Also, some areas that are 
interesting to dig deeper into are introduced.  

Chapter 6 Conclusions and key actions concludes the main findings from the analysis 
and states what the effects of the suggested ways of working will be. In addition a 
summary of key actions are announced. 
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This chapter aims to describe an motivate the method used during the thesis work.  

In order to answer the defined investigation questions several activities were 
performed as described more thoroughly below. Figure 2.1 presents the flow of 
activities. 

 

Figure 2.1 Flow chart of the activities performed during the thesis. 

 

2.1 Planning 

From experience detailed time plans initially set up and agreed on are seldom 
followed during the execution of a project. Instead an overall plan was set up defining 
only the major activities and deliverables as well as planned vacations. A more 
detailed plan was then generated approximately every forth week, specifying the 
actual activities and work. An additional reason to this procedure was the ability to 
respond quickly to changes, since it was considered impossible to predict everything 
from the beginning. The overall plan is available in Appendix 1. 
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2.1.1 Near zone planning 

Each week was planned more in detail on Monday morning. The current activities 
were specified with clear deliverables and the time plan as well as goals and 
demarcations were discussed and if necessary revised. Also, the schedule was verified 
in terms of absence or meetings that had to be prepared. The remaining days of the 
week began with a shorter meeting, discussing only the current day and the scope of 
this. This was also an opportunity to discuss the outcome of the day before. Tasks that 
were to be performed on the day were listed on a post-it note and these were checked 
in the order they were completed. If a task was not completed during the day, it would 
automatically be transferred to the next day’s to do list. 

A summary of the authors’ lessons learned are available in Appendix 10. 

2.1.2 Principles 

The following principles were to be followed during the project. 

• More important than sticking to the decided time plan is to react on changed 

conditions. 

• Individuals and interaction above processes and tools. 

• Operating ”products” above heavy documentation. 

• Also late changes are welcome. 

• Continuous adoption to changing conditions. 

• Simplicity. 

• Face-to-face communication is superior to any other communication. 

• Motivated colleagues create successful projects. 

• Flexibility in working process, results and documentation. 

2.2 Risk analysis 

When initiating a project or a thesis work at a company there is always a certain 
amount of uncertainty involved. Due to this a risk analysis was performed during the 
first weeks of work and each risk identified was complemented by an action plan. The 
complete risk analysis is presented in Appendix 2. 

2.3 Literature review 

The investigation questions led to three major areas of interest; Working processes, 
Distributed software development and Knowledge Management. These were later 
broken down into sub-areas which were studied more in detail by the authors. 

Regarding information about the organization the literature review consisted of 
studying internal documentation, mostly in terms of power point presentations. 
Access was also granted to the Ericsson intranet and project eDiBle on eForge, used 
to communicate about the common library, making it possible to better understand the 
procedures of developing software within the department. 

Several books on the essence of Open Source and Scrum were studied along with 
many scientific articles. These were found either through the KTH library or on the 
web. Academic supervisor Mats Magnusson gave his recommendations regarding 
authors that could be appropriate and also provided some highly relevant articles. 
Only sources considered trustworthy were used.  
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A complete review of literature will follow this chapter. 

2.4 Internal interviews 

Starting with nothing but a preliminary title the problem was a bit vague. To reach a 
more proper understanding of the problem and its context a series of interviews were 
performed with people having different interests in eDiBle. Also interesting was to 
learn about what each of the respondents had to say about their specific needs and 
what they thought was most important to investigate. All interviews took place at the 
office in Kista. The interviews lasted between 30 and 60 minutes respectively and 
were performed in an atmosphere of informality to avoid the feeling of an 
interrogation. 

Another interview was performed with Peder Blom and Anders Eriksson, managers 
within the department Consumer and Business Applications that had recently been 
working with the introduction of Open Source ways of working in another context. 
The purpose of the meeting was to identify problem areas and traps that they had 
come across during their work. However they were still in the middle of 
implementing the new ways of working but were very open with their thoughts and 
experiences so far. The interview also generated a wider understanding of what was 
necessary to do in order to achieve an environment where collaboration is encouraged.  

2.5 Surveys 

From what had been found out during the initial interviews and from the first part of 
the literature study two surveys were conducted, with the scope coordination and 
communication about the eDiBle library. The overall goal with the surveys was to 
collect concrete data to base the analysis on. 

2.5.1 All developers 

The first survey was sent out through e-mail to all developers within the NGBC 
organization, regardless of team belonging or location. The questions were mainly 
concentrated to communication patterns, coordination, what is creating delays and 
restricting the ability to create creative solutions as well as the usability aspect of the 
eDiBle library. The survey was designed as an anonymous web form with multiple 
choice questions. However, there were also some fields for the respondents to leave 
comments in their own words. Further each question had an even number of 
alternatives to choose from, forcing the respondents to choose side, leaving no neutral 
option. This meant that any response would be pointing in either one direction or the 
other.  

The purpose of the survey was to identify what problems the developers currently 
thought were the most bothering. Also interesting was to see how many and whom 
(what teams) of the developers that actually did understand the concept of eDiBle and 
knew about the intended ways of working. By being able to put numbers on the 
problems it would become evident what areas to address when improving the ways of 
working. The complete results from the survey are available in Appendix 3. 

2.5.2 The SUDZ-team 

In addition to the survey sent out to developers using eDiBle, also the SUDZ-team 
were asked to take a survey designed especially designed for them. This aimed to 
collect also their opinions on communication patterns, collaboration, delays and 
creativity, to get both the perspective of the eDiBle users and the eDiBle providers. 
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Further the results were used to validate some of the responds from the first survey, 
by comparing the answers regarding frequency of communication.  

2.6 Workshops 

Two workshops were arranged with the purpose to collect the employees’ own ideas 
on how to solve the issues identified through the initial interviews and the surveys. 
Also the workshops aimed to initiate discussions around the areas of interest among 
the employees. During the first workshop only managers were invited to participate 
while during the second one only developers. This not to restrict the ideas presented 
by the participants. The authors considered there to be substantial risk that especially 
developers would be restricted in presenting their true thoughts in the presence of 
managers.  

Both workshops were performed as follows: Authors picked out a few questions to 
discuss, which were presented one by one. After each question posed, the participants 
were requested to take five minutes to write down all the ideas they could come up 
with. The quality of the ideas, e.g. implementation effort, was not considered. 
Following the individual brainstorming each of the participants got to present their 
ideas and discuss them with their fellow participants. All of the ideas, again regardless 
of quality, were written on the whiteboard for everyone to see. 

2.6.1 Managers 

In the managers’ workshop five participants were physically present while three 
joined the discussion over phone.  

The following questions were posed: How to enhance developer to developer 
communication? How to improve eDiBle documentation? How should developers 
contribute to the eDiBle library? How will this be done – what is the first step? 

All ideas that were presented in the workshop are available in Appendix 5. 

2.6.2 Developers 

In the developers’ workshop ten people participated, all physically present.  

The following questions were posed: How to enhance developer to developer 
communication? How to improve eDiBle documentation? How should developers 
contribute to the eDiBle library? 

All ideas that were presented in the workshop are available in Appendix 5. 

2.7 External interviews 

Four companies were interviewed during the latter part of the thesis work with the 
main purpose to get some additional perspectives and experiences from people who 
had dealt with similar problems to those within the NGBC-organization. All four 
interviews were based on the same questionnaire presented in Appendix 6. However, 
this was not followed to the letter. The respondents were chosen from their 
professional role and their knowledge and insight of the software development 
process within the company. Each of the interviews lasted for approximately one hour 
and they were all recorded and notes were taken. 

• Klarna - a company providing online payment solutions. 

• ENEA - developing among other things operative systems. 

• Tobii technology - working with products based on eye tracking. 
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• Polopoly - developing CMS solutions for the web. 

The outcome of each interview was synthesized, available in Appendix 7.  

2.8 Continuous contact with the people of the NGBC organization 

Almost on a weekly basis meetings have been arranged involving different people of 
the organization. The purpose of this continuous contact was to make sure that the 
thesis work was correctly aligned and to avoid misunderstandings. These have not 
been documented but have served as guidance during the work. 

Further a brainstorming session was arranged with one of the developers of the 
SUDZ-team. During the session ideas were validated and discussed with the 
developer to secure being on the right track as well as to identify possible 
modifications or areas to develop further. 

2.9 Open Source benchmarking 

To extend the knowledge about Open Source projects some of the most successful and 
well known projects were studied. This also served as inspiration for some of the 
suggested solutions that have much in common with Open Source ways of working. 
Further, the benchmarking helped when the Wiki was to be improved. 

2.10 Data analysis 

The data collected has been analyzed in different ways: 

• The initial interviews were summarized and the summaries were presented to 
the respondent who then could verify the correctness. 

• The responses to the surveys were collected online. This enabled continuous 
analysis of the response rate and the evolving of the results. The data was 
grouped by subject and sorted by team. 

• Other data was collected from the SUDZ-team’s backlog, the sprint reviews 
and the eDiBle trackers. This data was illustrated graphically and where 
necessary categorized. 

• All ideas collected from the workshops were summarized and discussed both 
among the authors and with people in the organization. 

• The key outcome of the external interviews were summarized and used during 
the concept generation. 

2.11 Concept generation 

When generating solutions to the identified problems in the organization the authors 
proceeded on what had been discussed in the workshops combining this with personal 
ideas and observations made. Further, the interviews performed both internally and 
externally played a big role in coming up with solutions since these initiated ideas to 
build upon. 

The authors have had several long lasting discussions regarding different approaches 
and have been brainstorming both individually and in collaboration on multiple 
occasions. Whiteboards have been frequently used when discussing ideas, facilitating 
the creation of a common vision. 
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2.12 Reliability and validity 

Validity means measuring what is relevant while reliability refers to the performance 
of the measurements (Golafshani, 2003). In this study it was interesting to measure 
many different things, such as communication and collaboration and the level of 
understanding of the eDiBle library within the organization. Through the surveys 
these things were measured as the perceived frequency of communication, the 
perceived level of coordination and claimed knowledge about eDiBle.  

35 out of the 120 addressed developers (29%) responded to the survey which was sent 
out by e-mail. However, the percentage might be slightly higher since there is a 
substantial risk that the e-mail lists used to distribute the survey were not up to date. 

Sources of information have been critically reviewed to ensure its quality and validity 
in the context. 
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This chapter will present and explain what areas are of interest when introducing a 
new way of working with eDiBle and will also give a more thorough explanation of 
the different aspects of the problem. 

3.1 Investigation framework 

The investigation framework is concentrated to three areas claimed to embrace all 
aspects of the problem. These are: Working process, Distributed software 
development and Knowledge Management as illustrated in Figure 3.1 below. 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Illustration of the areas covered by the literature review. 

3.2 Working processes 

Developing new products is much about finding an efficient way of doing so, a 
working process. As for development of physical products there are many ways of 
developing software.  

3.2.1 Agile software development 

Since having come to the conclusion that the traditional waterfall approach is not very 
suitable for developing software, new methods have evolved (Schwaber & Beedle, 
2002). These methodologies, referred to as Agile, focus on solving one of the biggest 
problems with the waterfall approach, the fact that what was initially requested by the 
customer is not what the customer wants at time of delivery. Agile methods strive to 
deliver what the customer actually wants, not at the time of order but at deadline. In 
2001 a group of software practitioners summarized their experiences into what turned 
out to be the Agile Manifesto (Beck et al, 2001). Parts of the manifesto are the Agile 
principles common for all Agile software development methods, a sample of these are 
listed below: 

• Respond to changes over sticking to the plan. 

• Working software over extensive documentation. 
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• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools. 

Requirements are expected and allowed to change during the development since the 
customer typically does not know exactly what it wants until having seen and used a 
prototype (Humphrey, 1995). Through close collaboration with customers these 
requirements are collected and then implemented in the product. Agile methodologies 
are typically of interest when developing complex products for rapidly changing 
businesses, like the software industry. 

There are many different Agile methodologies, all based on the Agile principles listed 
above. Scrum, Extreme programming, Crystal and Kanban are the names of some of 
the most frequently used. 

3.2.2 Scrum 

Scrum is one of the Agile methodologies most commonly used in software 
development (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). The first time Scrum was used to describe a 
development process was in 1986 (Takeuchi & Nonaka, 1986). The word Scrum 
originates from the sport rugby and refers to the specific situation where the ball is put 
in play, involving players from opposing teams. Further the adaptive and self-
organizing team performing the development is compared to a rugby team moving the 
ball up the field (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). 

Scrum is not really a method but rather a framework within which it is possible to 
employ different processes and techniques (Kniberg & Skarin, 2010). The reason to 
this is that Scrum is a lightweight model in the sense that it does not prescribe in detail 
what activities and procedures to perform. There are a few rules and roles that are 
prescribed, while the rest is left to the organization itself to decide upon.  

The intention of Scrum is to increase speed of development, to support close 
collaboration with stakeholders as well as to enhance individual development and 
communication (Sutherland, Viktorov, Blount & Puntikov, 2007). Work is performed 
incrementally meaning regular minor deliveries and continuous evaluation. As in all 
Agile methodologies humans and communication are considered more likely to solve 
problems than tools and extensive documentation (Beck et al, 2001).   

Roles and activities 

As mentioned Scrum is a lightweight model, but still there are a few roles and 
activities prescribed by Scrum, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The process can be divided 
into three phases; planning, execution and reflection. 

The planning is about deciding and agreeing on what is to be done during the 
upcoming iteration. A list of the most urgent requirements is formed and these are 
prioritized. In addition, each item is estimated in time, cost and effort needed. 

During the execution the developers address the items in the list of requirements. 
Intentionally all items the team commit to during the planning should be completed 
before the end of the iteration.  

Once an iteration is terminated, meaning that new software has been delivered as 
product increment, there is time to reflect on the recent planning and execution. 
Typically areas addressed are what went well and what parts can be improved in the 
future.         

                        (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002)  
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Figure 3.2 The Scrum process is described as iterative and incremental, each lap new 
software is released. 

Scrum prescribes three roles, excluding the required users and stakeholders: 

Team – The core of the process is the team of developers. Teams are cross-functional 
and consist of five to nine developers. The ideal number of developers is according to 
Schwaber and Beedle (2002) seven, but variations of two developers either way is 
allowed. That fact that the team is cross-functional means it has all the competence 
necessary to perform each task from A to Z.  

Scrum Master – The scrum master is a team member that has the responsibility to 
make sure Scrum principles are followed. He/she is also responsible for removing all 
impediments obstructing the team from executing nothing but what they committed to 
during planning. The Scrum master does not have to be the most experienced 
developer in the team. 

Product Owner – Represents all the stakeholders of the project and the resulting 
product. The Product Owner (PO) is responsible for the list of requirements, the 
product backlog. This includes prioritizing between what features are most urgent to 
implement, ensuring that the stakeholders are satisfied. 

Each iteration is referred to as a sprint, usually lasting for two or three weeks. This is 
illustrated as one full lap in the circle above. There is nothing in Scrum prescribing 
the length of the iterations, only that iterations are time-boxed. The first thing done 
during a sprint is the sprint planning meeting. In time for the planning meeting the 
Product Owner updates the list of requirements, the product backlog. The team and 
the Product Owner then prioritize what items are most important during the current 
sprint. Also, the team estimates each of the items in terms of time and effort, to then 
commit to a certain number of items. The estimations are much dependent on the 
experience of the developers but also on the estimated difficulty of the item. After 
having chosen and committed to a certain number of items, these are removed from 
the product backlog and put in the sprint backlog, where they are further broken down 
in smaller tasks. (Kniberg & Skarin, 2010) 
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Every day there is a scrum meeting, involving the development team and the 
management. These are time-boxed to 15 minutes and are concentrated to three 
questions: 

• What am I going to do from now until the next meeting? 

• What obstacles are in my way? 

• What have I accomplished since the last meeting? 

The daily meetings intend to visualize and thereby easier remove impediments, create 
an overview of work progress and encourage communication among developers 
(Sutherland et al, 2007). 

Another important ingredient of Scrum is the visualization of the work flow. Most 
commonly the scrum board is designed as a physical board, where different columns 
represent different states for an item. There should be at last three columns; to do, 
ongoing and done. These are usually complemented by one or several more, e.g. 
testing. As work progresses the items, preferably written on post its, are moved across 
the scrum board and by the end of the sprint all items should be in the column 
representing done. The intention of the board is most of all to give an overview of 
work progress (Kniberg & Skarin, 2010), see Figure 3.3. Today there are various tools 
for designing a virtual scrum board, for example ScrumWorks, that can be used 
instead of the physical board.  

 

Figure 3.3 Illustration of how the Scrum board changes its appearance as work is 
progressing during the sprint. 

To further illustrate work progress there are burn down charts that at a given point of 
time illustrates if the velocity is enough to complete all items before the end of the 
sprint, see Figure 3.4. The total estimated time of the remaining items is compared to 
the number of man hours left.  
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Figure 3.4 An example of a burn down chart that can be used to illustrate the current 
status of a project. The number of man hours left is compared to the estimated time 

needed to complete the remaining items. 

At the end of a sprint there is time to reflect on the sprint planning and execution. 
First there is a sprint review, an informal meeting which purpose is to define what has 
been done during the sprint and what remains to be done. Also, the team demonstrates 
work that has been done to people outside the team. Before the next sprint planning 
there is also supposed to be a sprint retrospective that serves to evaluate the recently 
finished sprint in regards to people, tools, processes and relationships (Schwaber & 
Beedle, 2002). Changes can be proposed and discussed and by the end of the 
retrospective the team and the Product Owner should agree on what and how to 
improve to the next sprint.  

3.2.3 Kanban 

Kanban is just like Scrum a lightweight process tool. However, relatively speaking 
Kanban is even less prescriptive than Scrum. They differ from each other in the sense 
that Kanban is less prescriptive than Scrum, not demanding time-boxed iterations or 
prescribing any roles (Kniberg & Skarin, 2010). In Kanban there are three keystones 
defining the process tool: 

Visualize the workflow – Break down work into items and put them on a board. 
Divide the board into columns representing the different states of workflow. Move 
items across the board as work progresses, see Figure 3.5.  

Limit work in progress – At any given time each column can only hold a limited 
number of items.  

Measuring the lead time – The lead time, sometimes referred to as cycle time, is the 
average time needed to complete an item, i.e. to move the item across the entire 
Kanban board. To optimize the lead time and to make it as predictable as possible the 
velocity should be measured.      

                (Kniberg & Skarin, 2010) 
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Figure 3.5 A typical Kanban board. The numbers on top of each column decides how 
many items are allowed in the column at one time. Please observe that the limitations 

illustrated here are nothing but examples. 

The fact that there are no time-boxed iterations in Kanban means that whenever an 
item is completed it can be released.  

The limited number of items in each state of workflow makes sure that items are 
continuously completed, making it impossible to start working on a new item unless 
an ongoing is finalized.  

Kanban can be combined with other Agile methodologies such as Scrum since they 
are based on the same principles. 

3.2.4 Open Source 

This section describes what Open Source software is, what Open Source ways of 
working refers to and finally how Open Source ways of working can be applied to a 
commercial corporation. 

Open Source software 

The term Open Source can be used in various ways. Often the term is used to describe 
a software program that is free to use and where the source code is public. Thereby, 
the code of an Open Source software can be accessed, and even edited by other 
software developers. (Larsson, 2003) 

The opposite of Open Source Software is software where the source code is not 
public, which is the state of most commercial programs. This type of software is 
distributed in compiled form, as “machine code”, which is not interpretable by 
humans. Developers cannot edit the code and are generally neither allowed to. This 
kind of software is often sold under strict licenses protecting property rights. (Larsson, 
2003) 

Open Source software is not only software that is distributed with the source code, 
free too use and modify for anyone. Open Source software must also comply with 
some fundamental principles. Among other things there are Open Source licenses that 
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allow anyone to redistribute the program, which means that anyone can package and 
sell or give away an Open Source program. (Open Source Initiative, 2011) 

The Open Source principles create a fundamental conflict with the interests of 
commercial software companies. Not only due to the fact that anyone can redistribute 
an Open Source product, but also because the software business relies on Intellectual 
Property (IP) rights, hiding the source code from competitors (Dinkelacker & Garg, 
2001). However, the commercial interest for Open Source software has increased 
exponentially over the last decades due to the success of several Open Source projects 
such as the operating system Linux, the Apache web server and the internet browser 
Mozilla (Larsson, 2003); (Weber, 2004). That the interest for Open Source software 
among commercial companies has increased can be illustrated by IBM, which only in 
2001 invested one billion dollars in the development of Open Source products. 
(Larsson, 2003) 

Open Source ways of working 

As mentioned the term Open Source is not only used to describe the actual software. 
Open Source is also a generic product development process that according to Weber 
(2004) eventually will be used also for developing other products than software. 
Weber states that “the essence of Open Source is not the software, but the process by 
which the software was made”. Today there are different streams of research 
investigating the reasons for the success of Open Source projects. Some focus on the 
projects and organizations while others focus on social factors that enhance 
commitment, attract and motivate developers and facilitate coordination of developers 
(Kidane & Gloor, 2007). 

Developing software is a complex activity requiring work to be organized and divided 
between people. All complex projects face the problem of collaboration which is the 
backbone of the development process (Weber, 2004). Weber (2004) states that Open 
Source is a production process that can succeed with large-scale collaboration that 
should not be possible. According to theories in political economics thousands of 
volunteers, with different visions and values, should not be able to work together, 
creating complex products that can compete with market leading products from global 
corporations. According to Gurbani, Garvert, and Herbsleb (2006) Open Source 
practices and tools have proven to overcome many known difficulties in global 
distributed software development, allowing distributed developers to add features and 
functionality with a minimum of conflicts. According to Dinkelacker and Garg (2001) 
the Open Source software development process has also proven to result in substantial 
benefits regarding software quality, maintenance and reusability. 

According to Weber (2004) the key elements of Open Source from an organizational 
point of view is how developers are motivated, how they are able to coordinate their 
work, how they maintain a common goal and how the product is kept on track without 
branching or forking the product. Weber specifies eight concepts to answer these 
matters: 

• Scratch an itch: Develop solutions to problems that are relevant. 

• Minimize the number of times you invent the wheel. Avoid the “not invented 
here syndrome”. 

• Use parallel work processes. 

• Leverage the law of large numbers.  
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• Document what you develop. 

• Release early – release often. 

• Communicate frequently. Use email lists and forums. 

According to Weber (2004) the success of an Open Source project is very much 
dependent on leadership. A leader of an Open Source Project should prove competent 
from the very beginning, have a charismatic approach and be open about his 
leadership. Furthermore, the leader should not be shy to discuss and argue with the 
developers, but should describe why a certain design choice is made. Bonaccorsi and 
Rossi (2003) also state that leadership deeply influences the evolution of the Open 
Source project.  

Interestingly, in Open Source the leader is more dependent on the followers than the 
other way around and if the leader fails in his leadership the project could fork and 
change direction. According to Weber (2004) the leader must be a moderator, 
answering appropriately to contributions and ideas. The leader must also provide 
realistic goals and make design choices in accordance to the goals. Bonaccorsi and 
Rossi (2003) state that a widely accepted leadership shapes the lifecycle of a 
successful Open Source project and that the leader should provide the project 
guidelines and drive the decision process. Furthermore, just like other products Open 
Source software require a marketplace, a community, serving as a meeting place for 
the different stakeholders of the project. Effective coordination mechanisms among 
the developers based on shared communication protocols are essential for the success 
of the Open Source project (Bonaccorsi & Rossi, 2003). The leader should enable this 
and is also responsible for attracting developers and should prove to these that he can 
manage the project and the community. Developers do not want to invest their time in 
a project they do not believe in (Weber, 2004).  

According to Weber (2004) developers are motivated for different reasons. A key 
element in Open Source is that it is voluntary to participate and developers are 
allowed to choose what to work on. Further Weber (2004) claims that the coding 
process and the feedback received serve as motivators. Getting code implemented in 
the source code can be compared to exhibiting a painting. This also has positive 
effects on the quality of the product since if you are mediocre, the last thing you want 
to do is to expose your work for public display. Other motivators may be that the 
individual developer wants to increase programming skills, collect experience and 
references for future job, or need the functionality developed in regular work. 
Bonaccorsi and Rossi (2003) also state that artistic satisfaction associated to solving 
complex computer problems, feedback and pleasure of creativity are important 
motivators in Open Source project. 

Weber (2004) defines four factors to generate innovation in Open Source projects: 

• Enable for developers to experiment. 

• Enable for people, information, and modules to find each others. 

• Enable for information to speak the same language. 

• Governance systems that are sustainable and can host distributed development. 

Another important factor to succeed with Open Source is a module based architectural 
design and good interfaces between modules that decrease the organizational needs 
(Weber, 2004). 
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There are various ways of organizing ownership and contribution in Open Source 
communities. Usually the Open Source developers are spread over wide geographical 
distances, communicating over internet, through e-mail lists and forums. The projects 
are often led by one or several responsible developers. Whether the leaders are called 
lieutenants, benevolent dictator or something else the leaders rather focus on 
coordinating work than on programming. (Larsson, 2003) 

Open Source ways of working in commercial corporations 

In 1998 Microsoft accidentally released an internal report, discussing how to tackle 
the Open Source communities. This report stated that parallelism and free ideas had 
advantages that could not be compared to their own system, and that the possibility to 
collect and harvest the fruits of the combined intelligence and competence of 
thousands of individuals was fantastic. Finally, the report questioned whether a 
hierarchical organization could learn from Open Source and implement key values to 
catch the mindset of creative individuals and handle communication and design 
structures.  (Weber, 2004) 

Open Source practices may be attractive to software corporations but as mentioned 
above Open Source principles conflict with the interests of commercial corporations. 
For software companies these conflicting requirements could be addressed by 
adopting “Corporate Source”, defined as an application of Open Source concepts, 
perspectives and methods within the corporate environment. (Dinkelacker & Garg, 
2001) 

In 2006, researchers Gurbani, Gervert and Herbsleb conducted a case study on how 
Lucent Technologies introduced Open Source ways of working with an internet 
telephony server. The purpose of the project was to speed up development and enable 
for functionality to be quickly added by different project teams who wanted to make 
use of the server in their product line. From the case study the researchers could 
define appropriate ways for how to manage Corporate Source. They state that the goal 
of a Corporate Source team is two-folded. The team needs to maintain an independent 
and common source code repository such as all projects within the company take their 
deliverables form the Corporate Source core-team. This is not an easy task since the 
team must not only maintain such a repository but also be the final arbiter of what is 
included in the code. The core-team must also have a vision of evolving the code and 
deciding which of the many extensions that should be supported. The core team must 
raise awareness of the module and make other projects aware of it. Developers need to 
be aware of that a common resource is of great importance for the company and tied 
to the information.   

According to Gurbani, Gervert and Herbsleb (2006) “it is essential to recognize the 
tension between cultivating a general, common resource on the one hand and on the 
other hand the pressure to get specific releases of products out”. The system must 
address the unique needs to prioritize across disjoint projects to identify common 
work. When other projects are using the software they each want to customize it in 
their own manner and allowing such customization while preserving core architecture 
is challenging. Typically developers are not used to design solutions that are more 
general than their own work acquires, which is the reason to why the core team must 
be the final arbiter of what to include in the code. However, some developers outside 
of the core team are likely to increase their understanding of the library and such 
developers should be recognized by making them owners of particular subsystems. 
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More specifically, teams could have designated experts that undergo more extensive 
training, perhaps in the form of workshops (Gurbani, Gervert & Herbsleb, 2006). 

A well thought out code distribution strategy is important. In software corporations 
distributed code has to fit the local built strategy. The core team must therefore assist 
other teams to build the product. Moving code around into different version control 
systems in order to build different products is a troublesome situation, and often other 
teams are tempted to fork the code. For this reason it is important to provide a 
common version control and change management system. (Gurbani, Gervert & 
Herbsleb, 2006) 

In the case study Gurbani, Gervert and Herbsleb (2006) also describe a situation 
where the tendency among teams to “work in a limited, product-specific way was a  
response to management pressure to get changes in so that they could have a release 
of their own product ready on time. Interviews mentioned the difficulty of the 
conflicting pressures between the product release cycle, where time-to-market was 
often critical for success of a product release, and developing functionality with full 
generality, which is critical for a common resource.” 

3.3 Distributed software development 

The context in which the research questions are investigated is of significant 
importance since this is not only a limitation but also brings certain stipulations. Most 
attention is paid to the fact that the organization is distributed over several continents 
but the context also includes reuse of software, demanding the organization to enable 
and encourage this. 

Distribution of software development is becoming more and more common and can 
be done differently depending on the aim of the distribution. There are two 
distinguished kinds of distribution; Offshoring and Outsourcing. While Offshoring 
refers to distributing work to another organization Outsourcing refers to having work 
done in another country, whether it is done by the own organization or not (White, 
2006). 

3.3.1 Why distributing software development? 

There are some different incentives for distributing development, however the most 
common reason is the possibility to reduce development costs by acquiring developers 
in low-wage countries (Betz, Makio & Stephan, 2007). Also mentioned as a reason 
for distribution of development is localization of work to the local domestic market in 
countries which markets are growing rapidly (White, 2006). Especially China is 
mentioned in this case but also India is attracting more and more companies. 
Regarding the competence of the developers in low-wage countries this is not 
considered a problem since universities in these countries nowadays educate highly 
competitive engineers (Hafström, Magnusson & Max, 2010). Employing engineers of 
diversified background will also provide the company with new perspectives on 
things. 

Another aspect of distributed development is the opportunity to take advantage of the 
time difference between the countries, speeding up production through around-the-
clock production (White, 2006).  

3.3.2 Issues when distributing software development 

There are several reasons why a company would not wish to distribute software 
development (White, 2006). In terms of risks, distribution tends to increase the 
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company’s exposure to risks, at the same time introducing new ones. Firms are not 
seldom worried that employees at distributed sites are disloyal, either leaving for 
another company or sharing internal information to competitors (Jiménez, Piattini & 
Vizcàino, 2009); (Hafström, Magnusson & Max, 2010). Such worries are of 
significant interest as they tend to restrict the amount of information shared with the 
distributed developers. Not being able to access the sufficient information prevents 
them from performing at the top of their level and opens up for interpretations that can 
cause delays. Thus, by not sharing enough information the company may lose both 
time and money. Not receiving the sufficient information can also make developers 
belonging to a distributed team to feel isolated and invisible, which is likely to affect 
the productivity of the individual developer negatively (Komi-Sirvio & Tihinen, 
2005). Companies may also worry about losing control of the development process 
since distributing the organization means losing some in-house expertise. Further, a 
common problem is high loss of worker morale within the native part of the 
organization. 

There are also more specific situations that may occur in a distributed organization, 
affecting costs, quality or productivity. At some sites trouble reporting may be 
regarded as an insult, clearly conflicting with the intention of providing feedback to 
colleagues (Komi-Sirvio & Tihinen, 2005). Instead of improving the product before it 
enters the market these errors survive, and might end up being produced. Being part 
of a distributed organization also restricts the possibility to keep track on what other 
people within the organization are doing. Consequently, finding the right person to 
talk to or finding proper information becomes harder, typically causing delays 
(Jiménez, Piattini & Vizcàino, 2009). Awareness of what other people are doing 
provides information that enables smooth and effective collaboration, why this is an 
important issue to address in distributed organizations (Gutwin, Schneider, Paquette 
& Penner, 2005). 

The physical distance between people is a major obstacle, not only since informal 
communication is almost entirely lost but also since it tends to make it easier to hide 
problems and withdraw from decision making (Komi-Sirvio & Tihinen, 2005). Multi-
site communication generally involves more people, causing delays (Herbsleb et al, 
2000). The lack of informal communication may also cause misunderstandings or 
misinterpretations affecting things like quality or time to market. A changing 
requirement is also harder to handle in a distributed organization, due to distance and 
the number of stakeholders (Komi-Sirvio & Tihinen, 2005). Herbsleb and Moitra 
(2001) also declare that developing software in a distributed organization takes much 
longer than comparable co-located development. 

Depending on the organization the distributed developers may also be very far from 
the customers, complicating the understanding of customers’ needs. However, as 
mentioned above the distribution may also be a deliberate strategy from the company 
to approach new, growing markets.  

3.3.3 How to succeed with distributed software development? 

First of all the organization must understand why the distribution is performed as well 
as what the limitations are and what obstacles may occur (Hafström, Magnusson & 
Max, 2010). In order to obtain cost reduction combined with high quality and 
productivity some activities may need to be initialized. 

One of the most important tasks for management, in order to successfully manage 
work in a distributed organization, is to minimize the dependencies among distributed 
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teams (Jiménez, Piattini & Vizcàino, 2009). Maintaining managerial control is much 
harder in a distributed organization, demanding some integration mechanisms to be 
added to achieve sufficient control and coordination (Hafström, Magnusson & Max, 
2010). Komi-Sirvio and Tihinen (2005) propose weekly deliverables to be able to 
track the progress of development at distributed sites. Coordinating work across sites 
is of fundamental importance, not least to create awareness of what other people are 
working with. The complexity and interdependency of software implies awareness as 
necessary for developing working software in collaboration (Gutwin et al, 2005). 

Common guidelines or standards are necessary to avoid issues like not trouble 
reporting internally (Komi-Sirvio & Tihinen, 2005); (Hafström, Magnusson & Max, 
2010). These have to be obvious to anyone, almost impossible to misinterpret. The 
lack of informal communication requires very efficient and clear communication 
paths to minimize the number of misunderstandings and avoid high response times as 
an effect of not using the same tools throughout the entire organization (Jiménez, 
Piattini & Vizcàino, 2009).  

To overcome obstacles caused by the distribution of an organization, employees must 
be prepared to change some of their working habits. Documentation must always be 
up to date and accessible from any site, which demands more progress reports to be 
written and more meetings to take place (Jiménez, Piattini & Vizcàino, 2009). This 
cannot be expected to be understood by developers but must be communicated as a 
standardized way of working. 

3.3.4 Reuse of software 

Reuse of software has evolved as a practice over the last 40 years, but is still claimed 
to be in the development phase (Shiva & Shala, 2008). By developing new 
applications based on already existing design and code, software quality can increase 
(Barros, 2010). This due to the fact that software already tested, thereby being more 
mature, is less likely to contain errors than software developed from scratch 
(Sommerville, 2004).   

Reusability is often argued to be expensive in the sense that reusable code will take 
longer to produce and reusing generic code is not always an easy thing to do 
(Sommerville, 2004). However, David Partain (2010) claims that the advantages of 
reusing software is underestimated although these might not be immediate. By reusing 
code development time can be cut down through avoiding redundancy and duplication 
(Gerard, Downs, Marshall & Wolfe, 2007). 

To enable reuse, software should be packaged with the appropriate documentation. 
This will enable for the person considering an adoption to decide whether or not to 
use the existing software and in case of implementation facilitate such (Gerard et al, 
2007). Reuse is also a matter of the climate within the company as this can either 
encourage or prevent this. If the climate is such as code is regarded as property of the 
developer producing it, reuse is not very likely to occur.  

A key to succeeding with reuse of software components is to develop for reuse rather 
than with reuse (Ramachandran, 2005). Before being able to reuse any software 
components these must be developed with the intention to be reused. In order to do so 
standards and guidelines are necessary as they facilitate adoption and implementation 
of code produced by others.  
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3.3.5 Scrum in a distributed organization 

Agile (e.g. Scrum) and distributed development approaches differ rather much in their 
key principles (Ramesh et al, 2006). A distributed organization needs a higher level of 
formalization when it comes to such things as documentation and communication 
while in Scrum the developers rely heavily on more informal mechanisms. When 
combining the two approaches a compromise is necessary, but this needs to be done 
carefully not to interfere with the key aspects of any of the approaches.  

Agile Manifesto (2001) states that individuals and interactions are more important 
than processes and tools. However, when trying to deploy Scrum in a distributed 
environment more rigorous processes are necessary to enable collaboration across 
boarders. In Scrum detailed documentation is considered less necessary but in the 
context of a distributed organization it must be written to communicate with 
developers at other sites. Issues like this tend to create a conflict between work 
performed at team level and work at an organizational level, which needs to be 
balanced to form a successful blend (Ramesh et al, 2006). 

3.4 Knowledge Management 

Knowledge Management (KM) is per definition how knowledge is handled and 
managed in an organization (Grover & Davenport, 2001). Knowledge has become one 
of the most important factors for companies to achieve competitive advantages and 
KM-processes have great influence on performance (Keseljevic, 2005). They help in 
improving execution and coordination across the organization, which is a challenge 
for software companies, but they also decrease time to market (Chandani, Neeraja & 
Sreedevi, 2007). In each development phase efficient knowledge creation, knowledge 
storing and knowledge sharing activities are vital (Komi-Sirvio & Tihinen, 2005). 
Understanding and establishing the KM-processes suitable for the specific 
organization can be troublesome since different organizations require different 
approaches. 

Corporate settings with deadlines and resource constrains do seldom allow for much 
spontaneous self-initiated activities. The lean organizations of today do not allow the 
redundancy that is so vital to knowledge creation (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). Actions 
are therefore required on the company’s behalf to set free the desire that already exists 
within most people to initiate creative acts. 

3.4.1 Communication 

Both creating and sharing of knowledge is based upon communication. Knowledge 
cannot be shared unless it is communicated and sharing knowledge automatically 
means creating or extending knowledge somewhere else in the organization. There are 
different levels of communication and various ways of communicating knowledge 
within an organization. What way suits the best depends on the structure of the 
organization. The most valuable characteristics of communication processes or tools 
for communication are their simplicity, usability and accessibility (Jiménez, Piattini & 
Vizcàino, 2009). A co-located organization can rely on informal communication, 
which is very useful to the organization since it is fast and swift and helps to build 
trust among developers (Thylefors, 2005). The frequency of communication drops of 
sharply with physical separation (Herbsleb, Mockus, Finholt & Grinter, 2001), why a 
distributed organization cannot rely too heavily on informal communication processes 
for sharing knowledge. Face to face communication is rare, restricting knowledge 
from being transferred from one individual to another. Instead in a distributed 
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organization sharing of knowledge must somehow be standardized or formalized 
(Ramesh et al, 2006).  

3.4.2 Incentives  

An important part of KM is the creation of incentives for people to take part in KM 
activities (Hendricks, 1999). Unless employees are motivated they are not likely to 
take part in such activities or use tools intended to facilitate KM. What can be 
troublesome is establishing an environment that not only enables KM-activities to 
take place but also encourages the employees to take part in them.  

Distributed teams that do not recognize themselves in the organization are not likely 
to share knowledge with other sites. There is also a concern from the native 
organization as they might feel threatened by the distributed teams and have no eager 
to share their knowledge with other persons. Competence and knowledge is what the 
native teams have to negotiate with and they are not likely to share it if they risk 
losing their jobs by doing so. (Komi-Sirvio & Tihinen, 2005) 

One of the most important motivators is the possibility to obtain personal gain from 
what is developed in the community (Lakhani & von Hippel, 2000); (Magnusson, 
2004). It seems as there is a significant problem in the time needed to participate in a 
community and the time available for such activities. Somehow time needs to be 
dedicated to achieve a functioning knowledge sharing and to further enhance 
participation in KM activities there should be something to gain for the individual. 

As mentioned above one of the problems is that what motivates people vary from 
person to person and maybe even more significantly from one location to another 
(Hendricks, 1999). 

3.4.3 Coordination 

Even though motivating the employees and facilitating how to share their knowledge 
this will not happen unless being clear to whom the knowledge is to be shared. 
Without knowing who to contact in order to either share or collect knowledge it 
cannot be done efficiently (Herbsleb et al, 2001). Coordinating work across sites is 
partly about the creation of awareness of what other teams are working on and partly 
about establishing an interface between the persons. Coordination is harder to cope 
with in a distributed organization, but there has to be a plan for how this is to be 
solved.  Research shows that coordination issues cause a substantial loss of 
development speed (Herbsleb et al, 2001). 

Contemporary research shows that a corporate intranet can be an important tool for 
various sorts of KM efforts, facilitating activities such as knowledge sharing, 
awareness, and large group brainstorming (Stenmark, 2003). 

3.4.4 Learning 

Also a big part of knowledge sharing and knowledge creation is the aspect of learning. 
Knowledge must be communicated with the purpose of being useful to the receiver of 
this. In distributed organizations, since informal communication is close to non-
existing, more information is communicated through documents and these must be 
written in consideration of the recipient.  

It is also a matter of how much knowledge an individual can pick up, which depends 
on the original level of knowledge. Being at a higher level usually means having 
easier to pick up and filter information presented. Too much information at the same 
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time is regarded as counterproductive and will only impede creativity and innovation 
(Magnusson, 2004). 

Especially in distributed organizations Wikis are becoming more and more common, 
serving as collaborative tools for sharing and creating of knowledge (Sousa, Aparicio 
& Costa, 2010). In such a community it is essential that information is presented in a 
way that enables for people to assimilate the knowledge, more or less independent of 
the original level of knowledge (Magnusson, 2004). 

3.4.5 Challenges in KM in distributed organizations 

In the context of a distributed organization KM is more complicated than in co-
located ones (Hafström, Magnusson & Max, 2010). Software development processes 
that are already complex are further complicated by the distribution of the teams over 
multiple sites, which in turn also makes the KM even more important (Komi-Sirvio & 
Tihinen, 2005). 

Physical distance is considered one of the major difficulties when it comes to creating 
and sharing knowledge in distributed organizations (Herbsleb et al, 2001). Distance is 
a major thing since many other issues are indirect consequences of the geographical 
distribution. The distance in itself creates a barrier as it limits the communication face 
to face, forcing the developers to rely on less efficient forms of communication as e-
mail or telephone (Cockburn, 2007); (Hewitt, 2006). Many other issues can be 
regarded as consequences of distance since differences between people in the 
organization are likely to be bigger when teams are distributed. Cultural differences 
imply the use of different terminologies, which may cause problems when 
communicating (Jiménez, Piattini & Vizcaíno, 2009). Not only can different 
terminologies cause problems when trying to communicate knowledge, but also 
language skills can restrict both the willingness and the ability to do such. With 
distance emerge also diversities in competence, level of knowledge and training 
which further restricts knowledge sharing (Jiménez, Piattini & Vizcaíno, 2009).  

The distribution also causes lack of fellowship through the missed out informal 
communication, which in turn affects the sharing of knowledge negatively. It becomes 
harder to maintain an overview of what the colleagues in other teams are working on 
if the teams are separated by hundreds of miles, which naturally restricts the sharing 
of knowledge (Herbsleb et al, 2001). Also affecting the spreading of knowledge is 
how individuals assess the value of their own knowledge, as well as how people 
assess other peoples’ knowledge. If you do not consider your knowledge being of 
interest for other people you are neither likely to share that knowledge. How people 
assess other peoples’ knowledge is very much dependent on how that person is 
considered within the organization and his or her credibility. In a large, widely spread 
organization peoples’ knowledge is more often than else neglected due to 
unawareness of knowledge and needs (Magnusson, 2004).  

Time difference is also mentioned by Komi-Sirvio and Tihinen (2005) as an obstacle, 
especially when development is distributed over continents with extensive time 
differences, as it becomes very hard to arrange live meetings.  

Tools play an important role in software development and are usually rather specific. 
Using different tools throughout the organization may cause compatibility problems 
or confusion of what tool to use in which situation (Komi-Sirvio &Tihinen, 2005).  

One big obstacle for sharing knowledge, even within the organization, is the cultural 
environment of not sharing. In a distributed organization it is not uncommon that the 
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distributed teams feel like they do not belong in the bigger organization which causes 
a hostile, non-collaborating environment.  

3.4.6 How to share knowledge in a distributed organization? 

Whether knowledge sharing succeeds or not depends on the match between the 
mechanisms used to share knowledge and what kind of knowledge is supposed to be 
shared (Magnusson, 2004). A big challenge for companies with distributed 
development is to develop practices for how to manage knowledge in the organization 
and then communicate those ways of working (Hafström, Magnusson & Max, 2010). 

The different aspects of KM demand partly different approaches and it has been 
argued that a KM strategy should take into account as many of these as possible to 
maximize its usefulness (Magnusson, 2004). IT-support tools that are commonly 
regarded as a sole solution to improving KM in an organization tend to focus heavily 
on the storing of knowledge. However, the introduction of such an IT-tool will rarely 
improve knowledge sharing or knowledge creation in an organization (Magnusson, 
2004). Still a collaborative web-based platform will serve its purpose as part of a 
solution being accessible regardless of site. An instant messaging application can also 
give valuable information about colleagues and makes it easy to start up informal 
conversation (Herbsleb et al, 2001). Since the introduction of an IT-support tool is not 
complicated by the distribution of the organization, the most interesting parts of KM 
are the aspects not treated by the tool itself, i.e. knowledge sharing and knowledge 
creation.  

While a tool might facilitate communication, thereby enhancing KM there are other 
activities that are equally or more important to succeed with KM in a distributed 
organization (Magnusson, 2004). Instead of focusing on the introduction of one or 
several IT-support tool developing the social context in which knowledge is shared 
and created should be the main interest (Magnusson, 2004). Establishing an 
environment where KM is part of every day work is not an easy thing to do, but 
requires great efforts to be made. Generally there is not one single action expected to 
solve the issues in distributed software development, but there are several activities 
that in combination will enable efficient KM. 

It is important to recognize the distributed sites as parts of the organization and this is 
most efficiently done by bringing people together. Company routines, culture and 
processes must be communicated to the distributed site from the home unit (Hafström, 
Magnusson & Max, 2010). Further, job rotation can also help communicating such 
information. To keep control of the work done at the distributed sites certain people 
can be assigned as the main interface towards the home unit, encouraging and 
facilitating communication across borders. 

Another idea to enable efficient knowledge sharing in a distributed organization is to 
synchronize the work schedules of the teams that have dependencies (Ramesh et al, 
2006). By doing so developers can easier communicate with developers at other sites, 
regardless of the time difference. 

Most of the activities proposed would preferably be performed or decided on already 
as a new site is set up (Komi-Sirvio & Tihinen, 2005). This includes deciding what 
tool(s) to use, making sure that this is standardized. Once work has been initiated 
changes become harder to make.  
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This chapter is divided into two parts, first presenting the results of the analysis of the 
current situation. Thereafter proposed solutions, addressing the problems identified 
in the analysis, are described. The solutions are complemented by a few actions 
necessary for implementation. Plane results are available in appendixes. 

4.1  Analysis of the current situation 

The data collected through internal interviews, the conduction of two surveys and 
going through internal documentation was scrutinized and analyzed in order to 
understand the current situation and working process, thereby identifying possible 
problems and the reasons behind them.  

4.1.1 Reusable components – is it really worth the effort? 

eDiBle is a library with common database models and APIs for implementation. The 
purpose of the library is to expose a unique endpoint for provisioning, and to supply a 
common data schema for all of BCS, and eventually for other products. The SUDZ-
team works in accordance with the firm opinion that the library should be reusable. 
However, during the initial interviews questions were raised whether the benefits of 
constructing reusable software really outweigh those associated with creating specific 
solutions. When reusability is discussed it is often argued that reusable code will take 
longer to produce and that it is difficult to use generic modules to solve specific 
problems (Sommerville, 2004). If the cons of creating reusable components would 
outweigh the pros, the purpose of eDiBle would lose its foundation and there would 
be no need of enhancing communication and coordination among the teams.  

During an internal presentation David Partain (2010), who is a “collaboration 
evangelist” at Ericsson, stated that reusability is an underestimated concept within the 
company. The benefits of reusing code, if done efficiently, are vast. The main merit of 
modular software development is improved time-to-market, which is the most 
important factor of success in ICT today (Herbsleb et al, 2001). Other advantages are 
that experts can be used efficiently and that the modules, which are to be reused, often 
are tested commercially meaning they are more mature (Sommerville, 2004). The fact 
that there is a trend towards higher level programming also requires reusing already 
written APIs and combining them, rather than writing everything yourself. In the 
manufacturing industry modular product development is common and the concept is 
of great importance. For example Scania expresses that modular product development 
is one of the most important factors for success of the development and production 
process (Anjou, 2008). 

The analysis shows that a majority of the developers working with BCS are positive 
towards the concept of eDiBle. Of those who responded to the conducted online 
survey 60 percent like the idea of having a common library in eDiBle. However, this 
also means that four out of ten developers do not, which may cause problems. 

In the survey the developers were asked to estimate how much of the eDiBle library 
that is of use for them and the average answer was 40 percent. This estimation is hard 
to make, but the result shows that the eDiBle code is used by others, who thereby do 
not have do duplicate these particular functions. Theoretically this saves costs in the 
development process: if less code has to be written money can be saved. 
Unfortunately though, it is not easy to calculate savings associated with reusing code. 
Building upon or using someone else’s code can be hard to do since one has to learn 
the concepts and understand the practical APIs (Sommerville, 2004). Also using 
someone else’s code might restrict creativity and cause delays due to lack of control. 
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Related to control is trust, which is absolutely necessary in order to reuse code. In the 
context of a distributed organization trust is even more interesting and also considered 
a common problem (Hafström, Magnusson & Max, 2010). It is not unusual that 
headquarters do not completely trust the distributed teams, resulting in necessary 
information not being shared with these units (Hafström, Magnusson & Max, 2010). 
Reusing software requires understanding of the code to be reused, which might be 
hard if information is not shared. With this said, even though the developers within 
the organization generally like the concept of eDiBle as a reusable component the 
conditions need to be present in order to reuse code efficiently. As Ramachandran 
(2005) states, to succeed with reuse the organization needs to develop for reuse rather 
than with reuse. 

A keyword in much of this is learning, or knowledge sharing as literature would call 
it. It should be possible for an organization to reduce the costs associated with reusing 
software by efficiently sharing knowledge. The easier to reuse a module, the more 
money to be saved as speed can be improved. Furthermore, with efficient and lean 
modular product development it should also be easier for an organization to use third 
party developers and outsourced teams. An example is the Apple AppStore, where 
third party developers can produce products for Apple only if they use the APIs and 
follow certain guidelines (developer.apple.com, 2011). 

So what is the attitude towards reusing code within Ericsson today? Are any resources 
invested in creating the opportunity to reuse or is it supposed to happen by itself? 
People will most certainly not start to reuse code for no reason at all but the mindset 
of the developers must be changed as stated by Ramachandran (2005). There is 
substantial risk that activities necessary to make reuse of software more frequent are 
not prioritized when sprints are planned. The sales driven organization does not leave 
much time left to spend on activities such as documenting and sharing knowledge. 
The researchers Gurbani, Gervert and Herbsleb (2006) describe a situation where the 
tendency among teams was to “work  in a limited, product-specific way was a 
response to management pressure to get changes in so that they could have a release 
of their own product ready on time. 

4.1.2 Knowledge sharing 

The SUDZ-team would like more communication about the eDiBle library to 
“exchange ideas, standardize the code, and bring the concept together”, and the team 
has initiated this work with the introduction of a common collaboration platform on 
eForge. Initially this was not welcomed by the others within BCS. Although the 
acceptance for the platform has become slightly higher over time, the level of 
participation is still insufficient. According to literature this is not an uncommon 
finding. As Magnusson (2004) states the introduction of an IT-communication 
platform in itself is not likely to result in significant improvements of knowledge 
sharing. According to Magnusson (2004) a key part of knowledge sharing is the 
conversion of individual knowledge into organizational knowledge, and Hendricks 
(1999) expresses that motivation is extremely important in succeeding with the 
conversion: “If individuals are not motivated to share knowledge, it is neither likely 
that they are motivated to use tools facilitating knowledge sharing.”  

Consequently, to enhance the knowledge sharing within the NGBC organization 
people must be motivated to share knowledge and, equally importantly, barriers 
restricting communication must be removed. This is emphasized by Magnusson 
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(2004), saying that one challenge when managing knowledge is the overcoming of 
barriers that prevent employees form sharing knowledge. 

Motivation is relatively complicated since what motivates people differs from one 
individual to another. However, an obvious motivator in this context is the need for 
functionality. If a team needs to introduce new functionality in the eDiBle library they 
should be motivated to get it there, and if a team wants to use the APIs they should be 
motivated to learn them.  

At the same time one would expect people within the organization to be interested in 
making everyday work as smooth as possible. This is therefore also regarded as an 
important motivator within any organization. The possibility of personal gain is also 
recognized as an important motivator by Lakhani and von Hippel (2000). Further, 
motivated developers will create benefits for the organization. Apart from things 
being completed faster and more creative solutions being presented the working 
environment will also become more pleasant. 

4.1.3 Communication and coordination 

According to the results of the online survey a majority of the developers within the 
organization declare that the barriers distance, not knowing who to talk to and lack of 
knowledge of what others do prevent them from communicating outside the team. 
Interestingly, these barriers are all related to coordination in the organization. The 
results are somewhat expected in a distributed organization since it requires strong 
integration mechanisms in order to handle coordination and information sharing 
(Hafström, Magnusson & Max, 2010). Activities such as dedicated coordinator roles, 
job rotation and clear work specifications are all important to coordinate work in a 
distributed organization. 

The SUDZ-team declares that most of the teams are using the APIs, while 40 percent 
are also committing new functionality. Further, only 30 percent of the developers turn 
to the SUDZ-team when they need to make a change in eDiBle even though they are 
the ones responsible for eDiBle. If eDiBle is to be reused throughout the NGBC 
organization the library of course needs to contain the functionality that the other 
teams require. This in turn requires that communication between the SUDZ-team and 
other teams is functioning and frequent. As of today communication within the 
organization is low, in some cases even non existent as illustrated in Figure 5.1. 

When reviewing Figure 5.1, one can ask how teams that are not communicating at all 
are able to contribute to the same library. Communication automatically creates 
greater awareness of what other teams are working on, allowing developers to avoid 
conflicts with existing code or with other planned changes (Herbsleb et al, 2001).   
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Figure 4.1 The number of developers in the SUDZ-team that communicate with the 
other teams on a weekly basis. Clearly, far from all teams are communicating 

regularly with the SUDZ-team, even though their work depends on the eDiBle library. 

Poor communication also affects teams that are not committing code to the eDiBle 
library, but simply using existing functionality. Developers who need to use eDiBle 
must learn how to work with the library modules and how to use the eDiBle APIs. 
Learning may occur in different forms but according to Davenport and Prusak (1998) 
knowledge has to be transmitted and absorbed. It is important that the transmitted 
message is decoded with the purpose of teaching and not merely with the purpose of 
documenting. Hendricks (1999) states that an organization must stimulate the 
knowledge owners to externalize their knowledge in a form suitable for reconstruction 
by others. 

Furthermore, the communication form is of significance, and as seen in figure 5.2 
“face-to-face communication” is the most efficient form of communication. 

 

Figure 4.2 Richness and effectiveness of different forms of communication. 

An interesting conclusion that can be made when viewing Figure 5.2 is that 
distributed teams need to rely on less efficient communication forms. According to 
Herbsleb and Mockus (2003) issues related to communication are major problems in 
distributed software development. This is also the perception among the developers in 
the NGBC where there is almost consensus that distance obstructs communication, 
see Appendix 3. 

Distributed development will cause informal communication to diminish, which 
according to literature may result in serious consequences, especially if the context is 
an organization working in a rapid market with constantly changing requirements 
(Herbsleb & Mockus, 2003). Under such conditions it is hard for the formal 
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mechanisms of communication, such as opportunity cards or specification documents 
to react quickly enough. The nearly complete lack of informal communication in 
distributed organizations have the consequence that people know less about what 
other teams are doing, who to contact about what, and the current status (Herbsleb & 
Mockus, 2003). The results from the survey show that generally there is little 
understanding of the overall context and developers state that they do not know who 
to talk to outside the team. Developers also claim that this causes delays, which is 
confirmed by Herbsleb et al (2001). 

4.1.4 eDiBle documentation 

Under conditions such as described above learning is evidently more demanding. It is 
not possible for an Indian developer to stop by the desks of the SUDZ-team and ask 
for help. Often the knowledge recipient has to be able to learn by reading and 
codifying the documentation and source code, which makes it important that 
sufficient documentation is produced and that the documentation is educating and 
“user-friendly”. That is not the case today. According to the developers within NGBC 
the eDiBle documentation is deficient. 

Many of the developers in the distributed teams are using the eDiBle APIs, which 
makes it important to package these in an educating way. A good API is among 
several things easy to learn, easy to use, hard to misuse and appropriate to its audience 
(Bloch, 2006). Further, the documentation is of great importance and D.L. Parnas 
(1994) states that APIs require both good design and very good documentation. Even 
if an API is well-designed it will not be used unless the documentation is sufficient.  

In the survey only 15 percent of the developers working with eDiBle state that they 
think that the existing APIs are well documented. Also, only 15 percent could find 
examples on how to implement the eDiBle APIs. As mentioned earlier non-sufficient 
documentation is first and foremost troublesome for distributed teams who need to 
rely more heavily on formal mechanisms such as documentation due to the lacking 
informal communication. Figure 5.3 illustrates how eDiBle ease of use is perceived 
by developers. 

Figure 4.3 How eDiBle ease of use is perceived by the developers. Only 15 percent 
find the existing APIs well documented, however almost 60 percent like the idea of 

having a common library in eDiBle. 

An intention with eDiBle is that the developers using the library should be able to 
develop new functionality for the module. This makes it even more important that 
eDiBle is easy to understand and use. According to the online survey 35 percent of the 
developers think that a barrier to communication is eDiBle being hard to understand. 
One could question what possibilities a developer has to commit high quality patches 
if the existing code is hard to understand. Another aspect of this matter is whether or 
not it is reasonable that new functionality is added to the library even if that code is 
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not reusable, or if written in a different standard. According to Kurtsson (2010) rules 
and guidelines for how to commit code are essential; “If not, imagine what it would 
look like; every change would initialize new errors and soon the situation would 
become chaotic”. The importance of guidelines is also stressed in literature by Stylos 
et al. (2008) and Ramachandran (2005), claiming that the terminology must be known 
or elsewhere explained to enable collaboration on a common component. 

4.1.5 Queues and delays 

According to Bloch (2006) reusable components can be among a company’s greatest 
assets, but can also be among a company’s greatest liabilities resulting in an unending 
stream of support. There is a risk that non-sufficient documentation creates problems 
for the developers using eDiBle, which in turn creates lots of support issues for the 
SUDZ-team, related to misunderstandings. These support issues can be categorized as 
unplanned items allocating resources from the SUDZ-team. 

Going through the SUDZ sprint reviews, conclusion can be made that the workload 
has been over 100 percent for a significant amount of time. This has affected the 
length of the backlog and created queues, which in turn have caused things to take 
more time to complete than necessary. When working with Scrum, the focus factor is 
utilized to define how much time is supposed to be spent on backlog items and how 
much is to be spent on other activities. The SUDZ-team has a focus factor of 60%, 
meaning that 40% of the working hours are spent on activities not registered in the 
backlog. Consequently, Scrum has routines to handle issues related to support, 
communication, and knowledge sharing, but there is substantial risk that these 
activities are neglected as the organization focuses on producing new functionality.  

According to 75 percent of the SUDZ-team an existing problem is that managers are 
pushing to complete work ahead of deadlines. The problem is stressed by Gurbani et 
al (2006) who claim that balancing pressures from different stakeholders is crucial for 
the success of a product release. 75 percent of the developers in the SUDZ-team also 
state that constant reprioritizing of the backlog is a problem. If the number of new 
tasks added to the backlog is quantitatively more than those completed, there will be a 
queue. Reinertsen (2009) declares that “queues are the root cause of the majority of 
economic waste in product development”, why obviously this is an important matter 
to deal with. 

When the eDiBle tracker report was reviewed, the average duration of a single tracker 
(change request) was calculated as 40 days. For example the following trackers, “The 
user is not logged out after a time of idleness” and “Canceling the changing dialogue 
does not reject the input values” took 123 and 176 days to complete, respectively. In a 
rapidly changing business, where time to market is considered the most important 
factor of success (Herbsleb et al, 2001) this is a long time.  

The problem with queues in the SUDZ backlog might get more widespread in the 
organization since other teams are depending on eDiBle in order to perform their own 
work. This means that the queue not only causes delays for SUDZ, but also for every 
other team. According to the online survey 45 percent of the developers in the 
organization state that they have been delayed due to waiting for changes to be 
implemented in eDiBle. By reducing the queues in the SUDZ backlog delays 
throughout the organization should be possible to reduce as well. 

From the SUDZ sprint reviews several problems were identified that may have caused 
the queues.  
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• 90 percent of the sprints have had distracting activities.  

• During 90 percent of the sprints planning was considered a problem. 

• During 80 percent of the sprints management related issues were considered as 
problematic matters. 

• During 60 percent of the sprints lack of resources (people or competence) was 
considered as a problematic matter. 

4.1.6 Concluding the current situation 

The analysis of the current situation shows various impediments in the NGBC 
organization. To clarify these two areas of significant importance are summarized 
below. 

Communication and coordination 

When a process is to be changed, it is usually a good idea to start by fixing the prime 
bottleneck. According to the developers the greatest problems in the NGBC 
organization are lack of communication and coordination. This is confirmed by the 
results from the online survey that shows the following: 

• 75 percent of the developers state lack of coordination with other teams and 
stakeholders as having caused them delays. 

• 60 percent of the developers declare that not knowing who to communicate 
with causes delays. 

• 80 percent of the developers state that lack of coordination restricts their 
ability to develop creative solutions. 

• 40 percent of the developers state that communication regarding technical 
issues is going through managers, and that this causes delays. 

As mentioned earlier it is very hard to collaborate on something when work is not 
coordinated and lots of unnecessary problems might emerge from this causing both 
delays and frustration among the people involved. According to Jiménez, Piattini and 
Vizcaíno (2009) in the context of a distributed organization one can expect it to be 
evident that active coordination work is needed; however that is not the reality of the 
organization today. 

The results from the survey presented above stress the fact that the way eDiBle is used 
today leads to delays, which cost Ericsson money. Not only due to additional time 
spent on developing but also due to longer time-to-market. The longer time to market 
is especially important in a rapidly changing industry as Ericsson does not only miss 
out on the incomes today but as lifetime of the products also gets shorter (Slack, 
Chambers & Johnston, 2007). 

In the context of a distributed organization formal mechanisms of communication, 
e.g. documents, are not fast enough to handle communication efficiently (Herbsleb & 
Mockus, 2003). Consequently, informal communication is needed. Enhancing 
informal communication among developers is an urgent matter; when the eDiBle 
tracker report was reviewed the finding was that trackers submitted by managers 
generally took 2,6 times longer to finish than trackers submitted by developers. 

• The average duration of time for trackers submitted by managers was 85 days. 

• The average duration of time for trackers submitted by developer was 33 days. 
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When this data is reviewed, one has to question how technical issues should be 
communicated.  Is it reasonable that all issues should go through a single manager to 
be prioritized into the backlog? This might not only be time consuming but also lead 
to misunderstandings due to lack of discussion. This is validated by the SUDZ-team 
who claims unclear items going into the backlog are a big problem. 

eDiBle documentation 

The next proposed area of interest concerns the eDiBle package which according to 
the developers in NGBC is somewhat hard to learn and use. This is an underestimated 
problem that might not only cause the other teams delays but also might result in less 
supplied fixes, and that code which is committed back is not as reusable, or of as high 
quality, as one wishes. By enhancing the eDiBle documentation learning barriers can 
be overcome and committing code will become more favorable to the organization. 
The results from the online survey clearly show that this area of interest should be 
prioritized:  

• 45 percent of the developers state that prototyping in eDiBle is not easy 
enough and that this restricts their possibility to be creative. 

• 40 percent of the developers declare that it is hard to understand and work 
with eDiBle and that it causes them delays. 

• 50 percent of the developers state that difficulties in finding and understanding 
information about eDiBle on eForge cause them delays. 

• 30 percent of the developers state that setting up the eDiBle environment have 
caused them delays 

• Only 15 percent of the developers could find examples of how to use the 
existing APIs. 

• Only 15 percent of the developers find the existing eDiBle APIs well 
documented. 

• Only 20 percent of the developers think that it is easy and clear how to provide 
a fix. 

• Only 30 percent of the developers think that it is easy to read and understand 
the eDiBle code. 

In the Android developer portal Google expresses the matter clearly; “As a developer, 
you know that the first impression of a development framework is how easy it is to 
write 'Hello, World.'” (developer.android.com, 2011).  

4.1.7 Significant differences  

Developers from eight different teams responded to the survey and the analysis of the 
situation described above has been done by compiling all developers’ responses. 
However, significant differences have been identified by reviewing the results team 
by team. The most interesting difference is obtained by comparing the developers in 
Rijen, Netherlands to remaining developers.  

Figure 4.4 illustrates the differences regarding knowledge about and opinions on 
eDiBle. 
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Figure 4.4 The differences in terms of knowledge about eDiBle and opinions on 
eDiBle between developers in Rijen and other. 

An interesting finding is that while the difference in the use of the eForge platform is 
almost none, there are significant differences in level of knowledge about eDiBle. In 
Rijen all developers find it easy to apply the eDiBle APIs while only 25 percent of the 
remaining teams share their opinion. Also, among the Rijen developers almost 85 
percent find it easy to read and understand the code, but as few as 20 percent of the 
developers of the other teams do. 

The differences do not only regard knowledge and opinions on eDiBle documentation 
but there are also major differences in frequency of communication and perceived 
barriers, presented in Appendix 3. These differences may as a matter of fact be the 
reasons behind the differences illustrated in Figure 4.4 since more frequent 
communication and coordination between the teams is likely to improve knowledge 
about eDiBle. Developers in Rijen have also participated in a workshop regarding 
eDiBle ways of working where they were introduced to the concept of eDiBle more in 
detail. Also there is no time difference between Stockholm and Rijen, which 
facilitates live communication through telephone. As discussed by Komi-Sirvio and 
Tihinen (2005) time difference is a major obstacle when development is distributed 
over several continents and may be one of the reasons to why some of the other teams 
communicate less frequently. During the thesis it has also been noticed that the 
developers in Rijen are the only developers not located in Stockholm that pay 
attention to the SUDZ-team’s demos where information about recent work is shared. 
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4.2  Proposed actions  

Based on the analysis of the current situation the authors have generated ideas and 
proposed actions to improve the problem areas. Nine ideas are presented through a 
short description, complemented by a list of activities necessary for implementation. 
The ideas tackle a wide range of areas such as documentation, coordination and Agile 
methods. 

4.2.1 Make the Wiki more informative 

To inform about eDiBle the SUDZ-team provides a Wiki on the collaboration 
platform eForge. Though, the Wiki is not structured and information that can be 
important for the eDiBle users is missing. About 50 percent of the developers claim 
that they use the eDiBle platform, but still the developers possess little knowledge 
about the library.  

The idea is to base the new Wiki on a clear site-map and design the site to make it 
easy for all stakeholders to overview the content. Information, tutorials and examples 
should be effortless to find and the information must not only be accessible, but also 
presented in an educating way. That is particularly important for the distributed teams 
who do not have the same possibilities to get support from the SUDZ-team. Today, 
many of the developers in the distributed organization are using the eDiBle APIs, 
which makes it important to package them in an educating way (Bloch, 2006).  

Presenting information and teaching developers are not the only purposes of the Wiki, 
but it should also deal with some of the barriers to communication and coordination. 
On the Wiki information about who to contact about what and how to contribute to 
eDiBle should be presented clearly, encouraging use of the platform. Once more 
people use the platform it can be used to efficiently distribute information to all sites.  

Actions for implementation 

• Design the sitemap and the structure of the new Wiki. 

• Add organizational info. 

• Add technical guides. 

4.2.2 Make the SUDZ-team “module owners” and agree on rules for how to 
contribute   

Despite wanting the other teams to contribute to the library there are no clear rules 
within the organization for how this contribution is supposed to be performed. 
However, according to the interview and workshops that have been conducted there is 
a strong consensus among developers and managers that such rules and rights should 
be introduced. The subject of guidelines and standards is also stressed by 
Ramachandran (2005), claiming that their presence is necessary to succeed with reuse 
of software. 

Since the SUDZ-team is responsible for eDiBle a solution would be to assign them as 
“module owners” of the library. The role module owner includes the right to manage 
the code base, but it also comes with several responsibilities, such as:  

• Improve code quality. 

• Implement revisions and requirements as appropriate. 

• Respond appropriately to code contributions. 
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• Coordinate development with dependent nodes. 

• Create and communicate a common understanding for where the module is 
headed. 

• Make it possible for co-developers to learn how to use the module. 

• Extend existing and develop new APIs when appropriate. 

• Document with concern of the people using eDiBle. 

• Create a community where competent colleagues from other teams are 
welcome and can be included.  

        (Inspired by the Mozilla Community, 2011) 

Before checking code into the eDiBle library it must be approved by one of the 
module owners. In exchange, other teams can expect the module owners to care about 
what goes in, respond to patches submitted by others and appreciate contributions 
made by other people. Module owners should pay attention to all patches submitted to 
eDiBle. However, pay attention does not mean accepting every patch. Some patches 
may not fit with the current state of BCS or eDiBle while some may be too specific or 
of poor quality. Module owners have the authority to decline such patches and that is 
a necessary part of the role. When rejecting a patch, the module owners must describe 
the reasons for either wanting some changes to be made, for declining it altogether, or 
for postponing review for some time. The module owners are not expected to re-write 
patches to make them acceptable.  (Mozilla Community, 2011) 

All developers in the NGBC organization are allowed to contribute to the eDiBle 
library. However, all who do must plan for the review process and cannot expect a 
patch to be accepted and included in the library right away. Additional work might be 
needed after the review of the patch. The bigger the contribution the more extra time 
must be budgeted for the review process.  

One might argue that some of the other developers are not competent enough to 
contribute to the eDiBle library. However, personal competence should not be a 
criteria for contribution. A way to build trust is to start contributing in small scale, 
incrementally building knowledge.  

A refutation to giving the SUDZ-team the authority to control the eDiBle code base is 
that they then could decline important, but badly implemented, patches that are 
urgently requested by the market. However, managers will still be responsible for the 
direction of the team, prioritizing the backlogs and they have the possibility to supply 
the resources needed to deal with badly implemented code. It should be remembered 
that maintaining a high quality production level of the module is extremely important 
(Antman, 2011), and securing production level should be part of the module owner’s 
responsibilities.  

Actions for implementation 

• Agree on contribution rules for the different levels of contribution. 

4.2.3 Provide one formal way for all contribution 

In the developers’ workshop, conducted in the NGBC organization, a clear and 
streamlined workflow for contribution to the eDiBle library was requested. By 
providing one formal way for all contribution all developers will know how to 
contribute to eDiBle and the process can be controlled. It is important to deal with the 
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contribution aspect since it will create an incentive for communication between 
developers. By communicating and contributing to eDiBle the developers have a 
chance to increase speed in their own development process. As Lakhani and von 
Hippel (2000) state one of the most important motivators for taking part in activities 
such as collaborating on a common component is the possibility to obtain personal 
gain.  

Three ways of contributing to the eDiBle library are defined: 

• Non-code contribution. This may mean communicating an idea och requesting 
certain functionality without actually writing any code. 

• Minor patches. Proposing changes to existing functionality by writing a 
section of code intended to replace a certain piece of code in the library.  

• Major patches. All other code committed.  

The process of contribution consists of three steps, illustrated in Figure 4.5, and 
described below: 

1. First of all the idea must be communicated to the SUDZ-team. Anyone wanting to 
initiate a change in the eDiBle code-base must start by communicating an idea. 
There is one official channel for this communication, the eForge Forum. 

2. The second step occurs if and when the requirement, request or idea is understood 
and agreed. The item is then moved to a repository containing items that should be 
included in the component. There are three different repositories: the minor, the 
major and the external. Both the major and the minor repositories contain tasks 
that are delegated to the SUDZ-team. However, the external repository contains 
change requests that other teams have committed to executing themselves. Tasks 
can only end up in the external repository after having been discussed and agreed 
on with the SUDZ-team.  

The three repositories are provided by eForge as trackers and items are added to 
and discussed only in the actual tracker.  

A repository is similar to a traditional backlog but there are two major differences. 
First, the issues will not have to be prioritized over and over again, and secondly if 
an issue is not relevant any more it can simply be cancelled and removed from the 
tracker. 

Once the item is fully defined the SUDZ-team in collaboration with the requesting 
team decides on who will execute the item. The decision typically depends on 
whether the team requesting the change is willing and capable of doing it 
themselves. 

3a. If the item is delegated to the SUDZ-team the third step of the process begins as 
the item is moved to the actual backlog. The idea is to add items just in time to the 
sprint backlog to avoid monstrous lists containing hundreds of items that are 
impossible to overview and prioritize. When the item is finalized the contribution 
process is finished.  

3b. If an external team, after discussing the matter with the SUDZ-team, commits to 
performing the item themselves, that team will include the item in their backlog. 
The item is then executed by the team and sent as a patch to the SUDZ-team for 
review. The SUDZ-team must pay attention to all patches that are submitted, but 
do not have to accept the patch right away. If the patch is not accepted the SUDZ-
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team should explain why, so that the external team can make adjustments to the 
patch and send it back for a second review. The external team should budget 
additional time for such adjustments to be made.  

External contribution should be favorable for other teams since they then have 
control of the prioritization, and own their own problem. Further more, if the team 
follows the contribution process the SUDZ-team should guarantee to review the 
patch within a certain time. 

 

Figure 4.5 One formal way for all contribution. 

It is important to mention that the SUDZ-team is already using the eDiBle eForge 
platform as the formal channel for communication about eDiBle and this system is 
appreciated in the NGBC organization. On the eDiBle eForge platform the SUDZ-
team provides several forums for communication and this way of collecting ideas, 
requirements and requests has several advantages. The methodology has all the 
abilities that Karlsson (1998) defines as necessary for an efficient requirement 
handling system. It enables communication with distributed teams and developers can 
subscribe to topics of interest, thereby getting information on relevant updates. 
Further, all input is collected in one location and reports can be generated and, above 
all, the SUDZ-team has the possibility to clarify unclear requirements through 
discussion.  

Actions for implementation 

• Set up the tracker repositories. 

• Sort out the existing backlog and move the items to the new repositories. 

• Inform all dependent teams of the new ways of working. 

• Direct all requirements, ideas and requests to the eForge Forums.  
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4.2.4 Eliminate irrelevant items from the backlog and keep it organized 

The SUDZ-team’s backlog currently contains about 200 items. Such a large amount 
of items prevents developers and managers from overviewing the entire backlog. 
There is a queue of items that not only creates delays but also affects the motivation 
of the team negatively (Reinertsen, 2009). Furthermore, there are probably items in 
the backlog that are no longer relevant and those items serve only as a sore reminder 
of all the things that the team did not do. Another problem today is that whoever 
screams the loudest is favored since it is impossible to monitor all items in the 
backlog. This is also, at least partly, because of the fact that there are too many items 
to prioritize between. 

Therefore the SUDZ-team should dedicate time in a sprint to clean up the backlog. All 
irrelevant items should be eliminated and the remaining items should be moved to the 
newly created trackers as described in section 4.2.4. This should then be done 
regularly avoiding irrelevant items to remain in the trackers. 

The purpose of such a backlog restoration is not only to make the backlog more 
flexible, but also to deal with queues. In a product development process queues should 
be a major concern as they result in longer cycle times, increased risk, more 
variability, more overhead, lower quality and less motivation (Reinertsen, 2009).  

According to Mary Poppendieck (2011), a software development process must limit 
work to capacity. Poppendieck states that “The biggest favor you can do for your 
organization is not to accept any more work than it can handle.” It is easy to add 
things to a product backlog but a development process can only output a certain 
capacity. Therefore any software development process must handle this difference and 
continuously adding items to an exponentially growing backlog is not the best 
solution. The solution that is proposed is to use the three trackers at eForge as 
containers for incoming items. These items do not need to be prioritized or ministered, 
but can be arranged by the Product Owner. Irrelevant items will never be moved to 
the sprint backlog. If they are considered irrelevant the tracker can simply be 
cancelled without giving any one bad conscience.  

Actions for implementation 

• Dedicate time in a sprint to clean up the backlog. 

•  Move all items to the trackers on eForge. 

4.2.5 Provide an eDiBle delivery plan and a road map 

During the workshops both managers and developers of other teams requested to be 
informed about upcoming changes in the eDiBle library. By making the SUDZ-team 
module owners they would also be responsible for communicating code changes to 
dependent teams.  

According to interviews performed with members of the SUDZ-team it will be hard to 
provide a roadmap for the eDiBle component since priority changes from sprint to 
sprint. However, the SUDZ-team could illustrate what is in the scope of the current 
sprint by exposing their current sprint backlog, preferably on the Wiki page. Though, 
it has to be presented in a way that makes it useful to the reader. On the Wiki page a 
clear goal and scope should also be presented together with announcements about 
changes that have recently been implemented. Communicating such things as code 
changes, goal and a road map will increase the awareness among other developers, 
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which according to Gutwin et al (2005) is a key for succeeding with distributed 
development.  

Actions for implementation 

• Provide an overall scope and goal for the eDiBle component on the wiki. 

• Present the current sprint backlog to the users of eDiBle.  

• Communicate changes made. 

4.2.6 Introduce a Task Force team 

One of the more common complains of the SUDZ-team is that sprints are often 
interrupted by items being added to the sprint backlog during the sprint. Ericsson is a 
market driven company and customer requests are highly prioritized, but if the sprints 
are constantly interrupted the team cannot be expected to deliver what they committed 
to during the sprint planning and quality can not be guaranteed. The essence of a pull 
driven development, such as Scrum, is that the teams are given the possibility to 
execute what they have committed to. (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002) 

To solve these conflicting demands the SUDZ-team should be divided in two, 
introducing a Task Force team as a complement to the Scrum team. However, the 
teams are not immutable but are set before the start of each Scrum sprint. Depending 
on the situation the number of persons in the two teams can vary. If predicting many 
urgent minor fixes during the following weeks, more people could be dedicated to the 
Task Force team. As a suggestion this can be decided during sprint planning.  

The Scrum team will work on major items which are collected in accordance with the 
contribution process described above. This team will follow the Scrum procedures 
that are in use in the organization today, with one exemption. No one will be allowed 
to add an item once the sprint planning has been performed. 

The Task Force team will have a separate backlog and their responsibilities include:  

• Working with the minor items that are delegated to the SUDZ-team.  

• Supporting others with all eDiBle specific issues, such as setting up the 
environment. 

• Reviewing code that is committed by other teams. 

• Dealing with all “fire fighting” activities.  

This team will not follow Scrum principles but will work according to Kanban. 
Introducing a Kanban methodology does not mean entirely changing the current ways 
of working and since the methodology is easy to combine with Scrum principles the 
changing of process will not have to be troublesome (Kniberg & Skarin, 2010).  

The members of the Task Force team are not permanent but the responsibility is 
rotating between the members of the SUDZ-team. Preferably the rotating should be 
synchronized with the Scrum sprints. Rotating is important since it will not only 
prevent those working in the Task Force team from being bored but it also gives them 
an opportunity to remain up to date with new functionality. This aspect is considered 
very important by Dan Lilliehorn (2011). 

Since the limitations regarding work in progress in Kanban is to be set by the 
development team themselves, this would have to be experimented. The Task Force 
team will probably prefer having the opportunity to choose from a few different items, 
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why there should be a greater number of open slots than the number of people in the 
team. Deciding on the limitations of work in progress plays an important role since 
that determines the degree of agility. If deciding to allow only one item in the to do 
state, the developers would not have any choice but to pick that item but at the same 
time new items would have to be added constantly. Allowing several items would 
result in a better overview of the nearest future and this would also prevent the 
Product Owner (PO) from having to prioritize and add items on a daily basis.  

The prioritizing of the to do state can be done in one of two strategies. Either 
management decides the order in which the items should be picked or they leave it to 
the developers to pick any of the listed items. Either way the management can decide 
what is the most urgent to work with and in that way manage “fire fighting” activities 
while the developers get to be Agile but not showered in tasks. Also the remaining 
states of the Kanban board are limited which makes sure that the developers cannot 
have too many ongoing items but have to finalize them before initializing a new one. 

Kanban will increase speed in two ways. First, since there are no time-boxed 
iterations when using Kanban there will be no need to await the end of a sprint before 
releasing (Kniberg & Skarin, 2010). This should mean a smoother handling of the 
minor items. Secondly, items can be prioritized with short notice. Whenever there is a 
slot open in the to do state a new item can be added and that way it will be possible to 
respond quickly to important requirements.  

When using Kanban it becomes important that the PO and the developers currently 
working in the Task Force team cooperate closely. First of all the PO will need to 
keep track on the Kanban board to know when to add new items in the to do state. The 
manager must also make sure that there are no bottlenecks in the process and optimize 
the Kanban by adjusting the limitations of the different states.  

One way to formalize the communication between the PO and the developers would 
be to force the PO to be present during the daily Scrums. Since the people working in 
the Task Force team are rotating they would need to follow the progress of the Scrum 
team during the daily Scrum meetings, not to lose the overall view. 

Actions for implementation 

• Set up a Task Force team as well as a rotating schedule. 

• Set up the infrastructure necessary for Kanban, including the design of a 
Kanban board. 

4.2.7 Visualize queues 

Restricting the number of items in the to do state in the Kanban process will make it 
obvious if the capacity of handling the workload is sufficient or not. A certain number 
of developers can only reach a certain velocity, meaning that within a given time 
frame only a certain number of items can be executed. It will become evident if there 
are too few developers in the process since then the queue outside the Kanban board 
will grow.  

It is important that also the Scrum team working with major issues visualize their 
queues to make sure that supply meats demand (Poppendieck, 2011). The team can 
only handle a certain number of story points during a sprint. This number should 
clearly be presented together with the total story board number of all prioritized items. 
Dividing the sum of all requested items to the team’s available story points will give 
an indication of how well supply meets demand. If for instance, the result of that 
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equation is two, some of the requested items will, theoretically, be delayed one sprint. 
In reality though, new items will be added to the next sprint as well and the delays 
will grow exponentially. 

This is also important when deciding how many of the SUDZ developers should focus 
on the major backlog and how many should be dedicated to the Task Force team. 

Actions for implementation 

• Set up the infrastructure necessary for Kanban, including the design of a 
Kanban board. Limit the number of items that each column of the Kanban 
board can hold and visualize queues next to the board. 

• Visualize the queue of major items delegated to the Scrum team as well. 
Allow no one to “cut the line” in the middle of a sprint. 

4.2.8 Set up a coordination team 

The handling of requirements is one of the major impediments in NGBC according to 
the online survey and interviews conducted within the organization. The teams are not 
aware of what other teams are working on, which is particularly troublesome if there 
are dependencies between the teams. The unawareness is very likely to cause a 
number of serious coordination problems like misunderstandings and incorrect 
assumptions made (Herbsleb et al, 2001)  

In the organization today there are several people who are trying to implement a 
common tool for requirement handling for all of NGBC. The idea of a common 
requirement system is to keep track of all requirements and issues within the NGBC 
organization, and enable for the teams to relate their own backlog-items to other 
teams’ as well as to user stories and customer requests. The introduction of such a 
system in the NGBC organization could clearly be a good solution. However, it is 
important to point out that a new IT-system is not likely to solve the entire problem. 
Studies show that all too often the introduction of a new collaboration system does not 
result in a significant increase of communication and coordination (DeLong, 1996); 
(Magnusson, 2004). There are several risks in relying too heavily on the introduction 
of an IT solution. For example, the following matters still have to be taken under 
consideration: 

• There must be routines to handle large amounts of items so that the teams do 
not drown in irrelevant ones.  

• There must be functionality to find relevant issues immediately and perceive 
the information without effort. 

• The teams must formulate all items well to make them presentable for people 
with other competences and focus areas than themselves. 

• The organization must still enable ways to enhance informal communication 
to handle questions, changing requirements and unclear dependencies. 

Another solution would be to establish a simple interface between the teams who are 
dependent of each other to enhance awareness, coordination and communication 
among developers. To establish such an interface one developer per team using 
eDiBle should be assigned as the main interface towards SUDZ, illustrated in Figure 
4.6. Who these persons will be is up to the teams themselves to decide. In some teams 
it may come naturally while in other teams they might have to vote or discuss with the 
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SUDZ-team to come up with a decision. It is not a good idea to let the responsibility 
rotate within the group since competence and trust will be built up over time.  

After being assigned, the persons from the different teams will be gathered to 
participate in a workshop focusing on eDiBle and the intended ways of working with 
eDiBle. Having a workshop is first of all a great way of distributing information as 
people are gathered in the same room but at the same time is some room for 
discussing. As the arranger of the workshop you do not only get to send out your 
messages but also get valuable feedback from the persons involved. The analysis of 
the survey also illustrates that the developers in Rijen, who have participated in a 
workshop about eDiBle, have significantly better knowledge about eDiBle than the 
average developer, see Figure 4.4. This finding is also supported by a case study on 
implementing Corporate Source in a commercial organization, made by Gurbani et al 
(2006). They state that some developers throughout the organization will increase 
their understanding of the common module. Such developers should be recognized by 
making them owners of particular subsystems and more specifically Gurbani, Gervert 
and Herbsleb (2006) state that teams could have designated experts that undergo more 
extensive training, perhaps in the form of workshops.  

In addition to increasing the contact persons’ knowledge of eDiBle they will also be 
able to establish a more personal connection to the SUDZ-team and the contact 
persons of the other teams. Like Hafström et al (2010) points out bringing people 
together is of great importance to be able to succeed with efficiently managing 
knowledge in a distributed organization, which is exactly what the collaboration team 
is about. As mentioned above, also important when working on a common component 
is the matter of trust. To be able to cooperate trust has to be established between the 
different persons involved and getting better knowledge of your co-developers as well 
as being able to put a face on the person you are to collaborate with will speed up the 
process of establishing trust (Ramesh et al, 2006).  

 

 

Figure 4.6 In each of the development teams one person will be assigned responsible 
for coordinating work with the SUDZ-team. These persons will serve as the main 

interface between their team and others. 

The assigned developers will also take part in regular meetings that will occur once 
every SUDZ-sprint forcing them to communicate. The meeting is intended to take 
place after the SUDZ sprint planning meeting and its purpose is to declare what is in 
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the SUDZ backlog the current sprint, see Figure 4.7. Further the meeting is an 
opportunity to try to predict how SUDZ’s future work will affect the other teams. 
Preferably video conferencing will be used during the meeting since being a more 
fruitful form of communication than talking over the phone (Cockburn, 2007). Still 
the more people who are physically present the better, but because of the distribution 
all developers will not be able to be physically present. From the SUDZ-team it would 
not be necessary to involve all of the members in the meeting but rather dedicate one 
or two persons as the main interface towards the other teams. 

 

Figure 4.7 A model of the activities to take place during one of SUDZ’s sprints, 
currently and as proposed. An integration meeting is added following the SUDZ 

sprint planning, where the other teams will get information about SUDZ’s recent and 
future work. 

Important to mention is that this meeting is not supposed to serve as a re-prioritization 
of SUDZ’s backlog. At the time the meeting will take place this will already be done. 
This will have to be pointed out because the teams may otherwise see to their own 
interests and try to influence SUDZ. The intention of the meeting is rather to improve 
knowledge about what SUDZ do, how this is predicted to affect each of the other 
teams and also for SUDZ to get some input and feedback from developers using their 
component. 

It would also be possible to use the meetings as a forum to spread information about 
what happened during the last sprint. From what has been observed, very few persons 
pay any interest to the demos, meaning that they miss out on a great chance to collect 
valuable information. As part of going through what has and has not been done it 
would be good to define briefly who did what. Doing so would make it clear to the 
teams who to turn to in a certain matter. 

Communication will not only increase as the developers talk to each other during the 
meetings but also since they know better what other teams are doing, increasing the 
organizational competence (Herbsleb et al, 2001). 

Actions for implementation 

• Assign one person in each team as member of the coordination team. 

• Gather these persons in a workshop, explaining thoroughly the purpose of 
eDiBle, how to use the platform on eForge and the guidelines for contributing 
to the library. 

• Schedule the integration meeting. 
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4.2.9 Clarify a strategy for versioning and releases 

In one of the workshops that were conducted in the NGBC organization several 
developers requested a better version handling of the eDiBle project. As module 
owners the SUDZ-team should make it evident for everyone how to contribute to the 
library, but also how releases and versioning are handled. 

The company Polopoly has an inspirational strategy to handle versioning and releases. 
Their development organization has different kinds of releases: Each month they force 
themselves to release a “Developers release”. This is not a beta, but a fully functional 
release, however they do not support it. Twice a year they publish a “Support release” 
which is supported. If they find a bug in that release they deliver small patches to fix 
it. There are also rules for which version users should have, whenever a “Support 
release” is published, users should update to this.  

In the Polopoly organization Git is used for versioning handling. Peter Antman who is 
the R&D manager at Polopoly states that a strategy for handling versioning is of 
fundamental importance and according to him Agile methods do not work until the 
organization have a decent versioning handling. Polopoly uses the product Git and the 
strategy of branches. Every change of the code base is a ticket and that ticket gets a 
branch in Git. This branch is not added to the main trunk until it is completely 
finished. “No junk on trunk” is of fundamental importance to Peter and he strongly 
believes that his organization would have a very hard time keeping the trunk in a 
decent shape if Git was not used. Polopoly used to use SVN (which is used in the 
eDiBle project) and Peter believes that it was completely useless. They ended up in a 
situation where the trunk was some kind of public mainline where people threw in all 
kinds of “good to have” solutions and when there was time for a release they had to 
browse through all of that. His experience tells that the situation becomes untenable 
sooner than anyone can imagine and there is a great risk that functionality that is not 
yet completed leaks into production. 

Actions for implementation 

• Clarify how versioning and releases are handled  

• If a new versioning system is required, make time for the implementation of it 
in a sprint 
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This chapter discusses the thesis work in terms of different aspects such as 
demarcations, the open source approach and methodology. Finally some questions 
that could be interesting to investigate further are presented. 

5.1 The Open Source approach 

The aim of this thesis has been to introduce Open Source ways of working with 
eDiBle. Consequently there has been a strong focus on the SUDZ-team’s ways of 
working and the impediments that they experience. The recommendations and ideas 
are designed so that they can be implemented by the SUDZ-team without much 
negotiation and politics. However, it is important to remember that the SUDZ-team is 
a part of the NGBC organization and that eDiBle is a common library in the product 
BCS. Many of the impediments that have been encountered depend on the way 
NGBC is organized and one might argue that the right way to address those issues is 
to involve all sites and agree on common solutions. We have not chosen that 
approach, but our strategy has instead been to focus on things that easily could be 
implemented without much effort. We hope that these new ways of working can 
initiate positive changes throughout the organization. An example of this strategy is 
the way we address coordination and learning by the introduction of a “coordination 
team” populated with developers from all NGBC teams. This is a simple solution, and 
no one should find reason to oppose. However, once the coordination team is set up 
they will soon learn to know each other better and recognize each others’ needs. 
Alternative solutions can then be developed to further increase the level of 
collaboration. 

The problem that we have tackled in the NGBC organization is probably not 
uncommon in software development today. Software development has become a 
globalized business and companies develop complex products over wide distances. A 
generic solution for “how to succeed with collaboration on common components in a 
distributed organization” should therefore be valuable. We believe that many of the 
ideas that we have developed specifically for the NGBC organization are applicable to 
other organizations facing the same issues. To succeed with development of common 
components in distributed software development the following issues must be 
concerned: 

• Stakeholders need to collaborate and coordinate their work in some way. 

• There must be agreements on ownership, how to contribute to the component 
and how to make sure that the component is being developed in the right 
direction. 

• It must be possible for others to learn how to use the component, and it must 
be possible to prototype new functionality. 

• A clear roadmap and strategy for versioning and releases should be enabled so 
that stakeholders know what to expect.  

These issues can be addressed in different ways. We do not believe that there is one 
generic setup to succeed with collaboration in distributed software development. Open 
Source projects often succeed, but we want to point out that there is not one explicit 
“Open Source ways of working”. There are thousands of Open Source projects and 
thousands of Open Source ways of working. Successful projects succeed with the 
issues pointed out above. However, they are enabling this in different ways. For 
example, Firefox uses module owners to handle contribution while WordPress has a 
team of lieutenants that are the final arbiter of what goes in.
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Introducing these Open Source inspired ways of working in the context of a 
corporation requires several efforts to be made. One is of course to establish a 
community but there will also be a whole lot of maintenance work needed in order to 
keep the developers in the community motivated. Responding to e-mails, 
continuously updating documentation and coordinating work across sites will be some 
of the activities required. It is also essential that time is spent on continuously 
expanding the knowledge and competence of the persons in charge of the community. 
All of this has to be understood before introducing an Open Source ways of working, 
since it will not create any benefits unless these efforts are made (Dahlander & 
Magnusson, 2008). 

Also interesting to mention is that the team responsible for the common component is 
required to possess a unique combination of competence. While being an expert 
within the technical area it must also possess social competence and creativity 
(Weber, 2004). According to Cockburn (2007) the people working in a project are 
equally or more important for the outcome than the process or the methods they are 
using. 

Of fundamental importance when introducing an Open Source ways of working in the 
context of a corporation is how to make sure the project is developed in the intended 
direction. In real Open Source project the core team is responsible for the 
development of the product, while in a corporate organization there is usually a sales 
driven approach. In our proposed solutions we address this by delegating 
responsibility of the component code to the SUDZ-team, but the managers are 
responsible for prioritizing the backlog. We believe that these ways of working will 
enable high quality production level of code that meets customer demands. The 
relationship between managers and developers is an interesting topic which can be 
further analyzed and discussed.  

5.2 Method  

The ways of working that we recommend to Ericsson NGBC are developed for their 
specific context. Our strategy has been to study the organization, identify the biggest 
impediments and address those. The impediments that we found were related to 
coordination, knowledge sharing and a working process with too much noise. 
However, it is important to remember that the investigators are process oriented 
engineers which is likely to have affected the study. If the organization would have 
been investigated by software developers it is likely that they would have found that 
the biggest impediments in the organization were related to product architecture. 
Similarly if the organization had been investigated by economists it is likely that they 
would have considered market related issues as the major impediments. 

In order to validate that our work met the expectations from the organization we kept 
a continuous dialog with the SUDZ-team and other stakeholders in the organization. 
This gave us valuable feedback, knowledge and ideas. The support from the 
organization in terms of taking time to answer to questions and participate in 
interviews and workshops has been extremely valuable. We strongly believe that a big 
part of solving the problems in the organization is about bringing them to the surface 
and to initiate a discussion. In that sense the close collaboration with people of the 
organization has also helped and we have recognized several actions made based on 
our ideas. For example during the last SUDZ-demo we attended to the team was very 
clear about what effects their work would have on the other teams, something which 
we stressed in our proposed solutions. Further, the Wiki has been improved as 
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information has been added about intended ways of working and more extensive 
documentation of APIs. Again we think it is important to stress that the purpose of the 
documentation is to be educating and that such activities are vital and should not be 
forgotten.  

From the beginning of the thesis our intention was to have time to also implement 
suggested solutions. However, we were advised not to commit to the implementation 
efforts since it is not in the scope of an academic thesis. In the end we had time to do 
some implementation as we designed the structure of the new Wiki. As part of the 
design process an Open Source benchmark was performed, summarized in Appendix 
8. This served as inspiration for the site structure that was built on eForge. A 
screenshot of the new Wiki is illustrated in Appendix 9.  

5.2.1 Data collection 

Data has been collected through a wide range of activities. We believe that this has 
been a very valuable approach since we have received many different perspectives of 
the impediments in the organization and have gathered many inspiring ideas.  

The surveys were sent to all developers in the NGBC organization and despite several 
reminders we got insufficient responses. The fact that some teams did not respond to 
the survey could be considered a result as it is proof for the existence of a culture 
where communication across teams is not encouraged.  

During the interviews and workshops it has come naturally to involve people at the 
office in Kista, but there could preferably have been a closer collaboration with also 
the distributed developers. It would have been good to receive more feedback from 
them especially regarding the suggested solutions, since these will concern them as 
well. The only feedback we got from the distributed teams regarding the solutions was 
in one of the workshops. From that we could not tell any difference in terms of needs, 
but it is possible that there are aspects that we did not take into consideration. An idea 
would be to interview also developers and managers from other sites to get their 
perspectives of the issues. 

We did a conscious choice to let the literature review go on parallel to the collection 
of data. The complexity of the subject made it necessary to continuously increase our 
competence within certain areas that could not be predicted. 

5.2.1 Data analysis 

The data collected has been analyzed in different ways. The initial interviews were 
summarized and the summaries were presented to the respondent. We wanted a clear 
understanding of the problem and therefore it was important to ensure that we had 
interpreted the information correctly. This approach was not only valuable to us but 
was also appreciated by the respondents. 

The responses from the surveys were collected online. This enabled continuous 
analysis of the response rate and the evolving of the results. The data was grouped by 
subject and this gave us a good overview of all results. Further, the data was sorted by 
team which made it possible to compare the teams to each other in terms of different 
aspects.  

Other data was collected from the SUDZ-team’s backlog, the sprint reviews and the 
eDiBle trackers. This data was illustrated graphically and where necessary 
categorized, enabling comparison relevant aspects.  
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All ideas collected from the workshops were summarized and discussed. This gave us 
a clear overview of all ideas and served as a base during the concept generation.  

The purpose of the external interviews was to get inspiration when designing the 
solutions. The key outcome of the interviews were summarized and used during the 
concept generation. Performing external interviews was requested from our supervisor 
at Ericsson who wanted to know how other companies had dealt with similar issues. 
As anticipated the interviews did not only introduce us to new ideas but also some of 
our own ideas were validated. Many of the solutions that we had thought of could be 
recognized in the external organizations, which confirmed that we were on track. 

5.3 Further work 

During this study we have encountered several conflicts between the Scrum ways of 
working and the market driven approach of the NGBC organization. It would be 
interesting to study these conflicts further: 

How should a company sell new products that will be developed with Scrum? Is 
it possible to promise the customer a list of functionality when the product is sold, and 
in that case, should the customer also be given the opportunity to change initial 
requirements during the development? Furthermore, is it possible to agree on a price 
if the customer is allowed to change requirements during the development? 

Would it be possible to decrease the distance between customers and developers 
in large software organizations? Should all change requests and requirements pass 
through a series of management boards? Is it possible to establish a dialogue between 
users and developers? 

Which is the best way to organize developers in a software development 
organization? Is it necessary to divide the organization into static teams and in that 
case how should the teams be composed? Should the teams be architectural based, 
module based or cross-functional?  

How to minimize queues in a Scrum development process? What are costs 
associated with having too many items in the backlog? How does this affect 
motivation and performance? Is there a risk that the overall product goals are drowned 
in numerous backlog items?  
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This chapter will conclude the findings of the analysis as well as the suggested 
solutions. The actions most important to perform in order to implement the suggested 
ways of working are also announced.  

Since the purpose of the thesis is both to analyze the current organizational situation 
and to introduce new ways of working with eDiBle, work has also generated two sets 
of conclusions. These were presented to the NGBC organization as two internal 
reports, seen in Figure 6.1. The first report concluded the impediments of the current 
situation while the second proposed ideas and actions on how to overcome these 
impediments. 

 

Figure 6.1 The conclusions of the analysis and the recommended solutions were 
presented to the NGBC organization as two internal reports. 

6.1 Analysis of the current situation 
This section summarizes chapter 4.1 which is a comprehensive analysis of the current 
situation. 

• A majority of the developers working with BCS are positive towards the 
concept of having a common database library in eDiBle. 

• The teams in the NGBC organization are reusing the functionality of the 
eDiBle library, theoretically saving costs in the development process. To 
succeed with reuse in software organizations knowledge must be shared. 

• The greatest impediments obstructing eDiBle collaboration are related to 
coordination and communication. These impediments cause delays and 
prevent developers from producing creative solutions. 

• The eDiBle package includes code, APIs, and documentation that is hard to 
learn and reuse, which cause delays and prevent developers from producing 
creative solutions. 

• The way NGBC are collaborating with eDiBle today leads to delays, which 
costs Ericsson money. Not only due to additional time spent on developing but 
also due to longer time-to-market. 

• There is a problem with queues in the SUDZ backlog and this problem gets 
more widespread in the organization since other teams are depending on 
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• eDiBle to perform their own work. This means that the queue not only causes 
delays for SUDZ, but also for every other team. 

6.2 Proposed ideas 
This chapter summarizes chapter 4.2 which contains the nine suggested ideas on how 
to enhance collaboration with eDiBle in the NGBC organization. 

• Make the Wiki more informative – This will make it easier for teams using 
eDiBle to learn the concept and eventually contribute to the library. 

• Make the SUDZ-team “ module owners” and agree on rules for how to 
contribute - There is a strong consensus in the organization that rules for how 
to contribute to the eDiBle library are needed. By using methods for 
contribution inspired by Open Source ways of working these needs can be 
resolved. 

• Provide one formal way for all contribution – The contribution process will 
thereby become easy to overview and control. The process enables for the 
SUDZ team to clarify requested requirements and manage all new change 
requests. 

• Eliminate irrelevant items from the backlog and keep it organized – In the 
SUDZ backlog there is a queue of items and many of these do no longer serve 
any use. Dedicating time in a sprint to clean up the backlog would make the 
backlog easier to overview and the prioritization would become easier. 

• Provide an eDiBle delivery plan and a road map – It is important that other 
teams that are dependent on eDiBle are notified about upcoming changes. 

• Introduce a Task Force team - The Scrum team can focus on what they 
committed to during sprint planning while the Task Force team can 
concentrate on unplanned items like support issues. Minor changes and rapidly 
changing requirements can be quickly responded to without having to await 
the end of the sprint. 

• Set up a coordination team – By regularly bringing the developers together 
trust will be built and greater awareness of what other teams work on can be 
obtained. Further, knowledge about eDiBle can increase among the external 
developers and communication is encouraged. 

• Clarify how versioning and releases are handled – By clarifying how releases 
and versioning are handled it would hopefully become easier for teams using 
eDiBle to prototype new functionality. Further, the amount of support issues 
would decrease. 

6.3 Key actions 
Chapter 4.2 presents ideas for how to enhance the collaboration with eDiBle. The key 
actions for implementation of these ideas are presented below.  

• Assign one person in each of the other teams as the main interface towards the 
SUDZ-team to set up the coordination team. 

• Arrange a workshop where the entire coordination team is present and 
distribute information about eDiBle and agree on rules and guidelines 
regarding contribution. 
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• Update the Wiki according to the structure designed by the thesis students. 

• Set up the Task Force team, divide the backlog in two and introduce Kanban. 

• Set up the trackers on eForge and direct all requirements, ideas and requests 
there. 

• Clean up the backlog, eliminating all items that are out of date. 
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APPENDIX 1 – Time plan 

A 

The thesis work was initially only planned in brief, defining the major deliverables. 
Activities performed were then planned more in detail every third or forth week. 

 

  



 

B 



APPENDIX 2 – Risk analysis 

C 

Risks identified during the initial stage of the project are presented and evaluated 
below. The evaluation is based on perceived probability and severeness of 
consequences. Most of them are recognized as organizational. Each risk is 
complemented by one or several measures to prevent the risks from causing trouble. 

In the table below column three (C3) defines the probability, column four (C4) 
defines the severeness of the consequences and in column five (C5) the two numbers 
have been multiplied with each other. Risks are presented in order of descending size. 

RISK MEASURES C3 C4 C5 

The supervisor at Ericsson is too busy 
to be able to offer sufficient support 

- Advance planning 

- Prepare meetings to obtain maximum output 

- Self-organize 

- Find a way to communicate 

   

Deficient demarcations causing the 
scope to become too wide 

- Listen to the supervisors' advices 

- Start in a smaller scale and extend if possible 

- Evaluate and update demarcations continuously 

3 9 27 

The development process follows the 
waterfall approach leaving no time for 
late changes 

- Plan for an iterative development process. 3 9 27 

Language barriers - Ask unless understanding 

- Spend time on writing in proper English 

9 3 27 

Problems finding the right people to 
talk to 

- High-quality planning 

- Good advance planning 

- Prepare meetings carefully 

9 3 27 

Deficient time plan and planning - Continuously update the time plan 

- Weekly meetings 

- Accept that the time plan might have to be 
revised 

- Clear milestones and deliverables 

1 9 9 

Unclear/not common goal - Do not underestimate the importance of having 
a reasonable goal 

- Continuously update the demarcations  

- Accept that the goal might have to be reframed. 

- Make sure that the commissioner understands 
that the goal might be reframed during the thesis. 

1 9 9 

Communication problems - Listen to each other (put the pen down) 

- Honest and open criticism 

9 1 9 

Bad management of documents - Use the code IOS in mail conversations 3 3 9 
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Insufficient and/or badly documented 
background study 

- Careful selection of sources of information 

- Spend time on understanding the background 
and performing a literature review 

- Let the literature review go on parallel to the 
other activities such as data collection 

1... 9 9 

Integration problems due to 
differentiating competences (Authors 
vs Ericsson) 

- Do not be afraid to make mistakes or ask 
questions when confused 

- Read up on important areas 

3 3 9 

Stress - Good planning 

- Weekly follow-up 

- Reasonable workload and deliverables 

- Plan for 40 hours of work a week 

- Emphasize a calm and structured way of   
working 

- Take regular breaks 

3 3 9 

Internal conflicts - Listen to each other 

- Argue objectively (declare why) 

3 3 9 

Lack of engagement from 
commissioner 

- Accept the challenge, convict the commissioner 1 9 9 

Failing motivation - Give feedback 

- Varying work 

- Avoid stressful situations 

- Clear deliverables 

- Take regular breaks 

3 3 9 

Bad presentations - Prepare 

- Consider the presentations as an opportunity to 
receive feedback 

- Don't underestimate the importance of the 
graphical design 

1 3 3 

Less interesting tasks remain undone - Use a backlog to store planned items 1 1 1 

 

 



APPENDIX 3 – Complete results from the surveys 

E 

The results from the two conducted online surveys. A total of 35 developers responded 
to the survey sent out to all developers within the organization while 4 of the members 
of the SUDZ-team responded to the survey sent out to them. 

 

1.1 Survey  all  developers  

The developers who responded to the survey belong to the following teams: 

 

 

Number of developers who claimed to be regularly communicating with the following 
teams: 

 

 

Number of the developers who declared that they were aware of what other teams are 
working on: 
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Percentage of the developers who reported that they have needed to make the 
following number of changes in eDiBle over the last nine months: 

 

 

Percentage of the developers who believe the following percentage of eDiBle is of use 
for them: 

 

 

Percentage of the developers who first contact people with the following roles when 
needing to make a change in eDiBle:  

 

 

Percentage of the developers who agree to the following statements about eDiBle: 
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Percentage of the developers who have the following opinion on collaborating and 
communicating with eDiBle in a community: 

 

 

Percentage of the developers who have the following opinion on contributing to 
eDiBle in an Open Source-like way of working: 

 

 

Percentage of the developers who claim the following barriers to prevent them from 
communicating outside the team: 

 

 

Percentage of the developers who state the following factors have caused them delays: 
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Percentage of the developers who claim the following factors restrict the possibility to 
produce creative solutions: 

 

 

1.2 Survey the SUDZ-team 

The number of members of the SUDZ-team who communicate with the following 
teams on a weekly basis or more frequently: 

 

 

The number of members of the SUDZ-team who classify the coordination with the 
following teams as satisfying: 

 

 

The number of members of the SUDZ-team who claim the following barriers to 
prevent them from communicating outside the team: 
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The number of members of the SUDZ-team who believe the following factors cause 
them delays: 

 

 

The number of members of the SUDZ-team who believe the following factors have a 
negative impact on the quality of the code produced: 

 

 

1.3 Rijen compared to remaining teams 

In this section the answers of the Rijen developers are compared to the remaining 
developers’. 

1.3.1 Knowledge of and opinions about eDiBle 

Percentage of the Rijen developers who agree to the following statements about 
eDiBle: 
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Percentage of the remaining developers who agree to the following statements about 
eDiBle: 

 

1.3.2 Communication barriers 

Percentage of the Rijen developers who claim the following barriers to prevent them 
from communicating outside the team: 

 

Percentage of the remaining developers who claim the following barriers to prevent 
them from communicating outside the team: 

 

1.3.3 Delays 

Percentage of the Rijen developers who believe the following factors cause them 
delays: 
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Percentage of the remaining developers who believe the following factors cause them 
delays: 

 

 

1.3.4 Creativity 

Percentage of the Rijen developers who claim the following factors restrict the 
possibility to produce creative solutions: 

 

 

Percentage of the remaining developers who claim the following factors restrict the 
possibility to produce creative solutions: 
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APPENDIX 4 – Other data collected 

M 

The results collected from the eDiBle eForge trackers and from the SUDZ-team’s 
sprint reviews. 

1.1 Data from the eDiBle eForge Trackers 

Number of tracker topics submitted by the teams: 

 

 

Average duration of trackers (days) submitted by the following teams: 

 

 

Average duration of trackers (days) submitted by the following roles: 
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Percentage of the trackers submitted by the following teams that have been 
completed: 

 

 

Percentage of the submitted trackers that have been rejected: 

 

 

Number of trackers of priority one or two: 

 

 

1.2 Data from the SUDZ sprint-review 

Percentage of the sprints where the following problem areas were claimed: 

 



APPENDIX 5 – Ideas from the workshops 

O 

All ideas that were come up with in the two workshops are categorized according to 
the problem they aim to solve. Otherwise they are not presented in any specific order.  

1.1 Output  from  the  workshop  with  managers  

A:  How do we enhance developer to developer communication in the organization? 

No. Idea 

1 Face-to-face meetings often between all developers. Maybe once a month, 
or every second month. Common workshops with different teams. 

2 More frequently usage of the tools we have. Video conferencing, shared 
whiteboard, chat, etc. Use common development tools on all sites. 

3 Agree on goal and scope and make it visible to everyone in the 
organization. 

4 Ask the developers what they need. Active listening. 

5 We have to be open and strait about the impediments even if it is though. 

6 Work on our soft skills and on the “toolbox” how we deal with people. 

7 Agree on rules of play and establish a win-win situation for across all sites. 

8 Mix the teams – job rotation. 

9 Reward and recognize communicational efforts. 

10 Build a common collaboration form for all managers. 

11 Use an Open Source way of working, Use team-forge, have rules for 
commission, rules for people and an open and transparent community. 

12 Continue to use eForge. 

13 Cross team scrum meetings. Weekly cross team scrum meetings. 

14 Formal delivery plan for common components that is visible for all teams. 

15 Change attitudes of the teams. Demo is not the only way to communicate. 

16 Push and pull. Enable so that teams have more dependencies to discuss. 

17 A new Solution Scrum team. 

18 Get everyone company subscription. 

19 Make it easier to find people: their interests, needs, etc. 

20 Introduce new people to everyone in the organization. 
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B: How can we make it easy for other teams to learn, and work with eDiBle (and 
other reusable components)? 

No. Idea 

1 “Interface” – easy to be found, easy to update, get them in advance to 
prepare the implementation and testing. 

2 Make it easier for nodes to push requirements into eDiBle, a clear, required, 
formal way. 

3 Make it easier to see where the requirements came from, and see the entire 
requirement flow. 

4 Change the mentality of people. 

5 CPI – documentation needs to be enhanced once and for all. Make sure that 
its is included into the backlog. 

6 Good documentation must be part of Definition of Done. 

7 The workload of this team must be considered. Maybe other teams can 
help. Not only with the documentation, but also with other things. 

8 When other teams update code they must have a mentor from the SUDZ-
team to talk to. (This is the case for the Voice team, and for the 
Collaboration server.) 

9 We must think of how to make pedagogic documentation and learning to 
help with reusing. 

10 Workshops with teams. 

11 Planned time for other teams to commit code and for the discussions. 

12 Start by understanding the why, and the concern from the developers. What 
are the impediments? Remove these barriers. 

13 I can not have a solution to this because I do not now. The developers must 
tell us and we must sure that it happens. 

 

C: How should code be committed to, and included in, eDiBle to ensure a high 
quality level? 

No. Idea 

1 Decide on rules, owners. 

2 Decide who should be responsible to approve requirements and what should 
be implemented. 
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3 What tools to use before you check in stuff: “These are the steps you must 
follow, what you need to do, and you can’t upload before it is ok.”  

4 All can commit code but only a gate-keeper can accept it. He can give “red -
card” to people who do not follow rules. “Yellow card” etc. 

5 The Gate-keeper can be a team. 

6 Nightly builds to ensure quality. 

 

D: What is the first thing we should do in this organization to really get started on 
this? 

No. Idea 

1 Improve CPI-documentation. 

2 Organize a chat about this. We have the same problems and we must now 
who to contact. 

3 Have a workshop with developers in Shanghai.  

4 Start with a common goal and make sure that there is no conflict between 
sites. 

 

 

1.2 Output from the workshop with developers 

A: How do we enhance developer to developer communication in the distributed 
organization? 

No. Idea 

1 Better backlog tools with common info, scrum logs and possibility to see 
the other teams’ backlogs. 

2 Each person has a dedicated period of time each day to focus on 
communication. 

3 A time slot as a general item in the scrum tasks. 

4 Assign one person each day to handle support. 

5 Increase the competence of the developers – we do not have any dedicated 
activities to increase competence. 

6 Use Sametime or similar tools. 

7 Better knowledge of different nodes, what are the doing. 
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8 Move all discussion about development to an online platform. 

9 Use mailing lists instead of forums. 

10 Agreed workflow for all contributions / commit functionality: F.I. 1. Talk to 
someone. 2. Write implementation. 3. Patch -><- 4. Review the patch back 
and forth 5. Ok and into the tree. 

11 Enhance human to human interaction. 

12 Make it easier to know who to ask and how to ask for help etc. 

13 Contact persons should be easy to find. 

14 Consultants can’t use Ericoll. Ericoll is completely useless. 

15 Improve the Wiki. 

16 Introduce eTube: where videos of important demos are stored. A good site 
for people who do not have time to go to meetings or distributed teams. 

17 Make sure that the high level architecture is ready before starting to 
delegate. 

18 Build trust by meeting people. 

19 Build trust by contributing and proving quality. 

20 Reduce top down decisions. The people who do stuff should be more 
involved in the planning. 

21 Code-search tool. 

22 Better version handling so that you know where to push things. Who should 
push stuff to Nexus: Whenever someone commits, build it in nexus. We 
want to have a stable edible but if we want to make a small fix it goes into 
the snapshot (which is unstable). There is a problem with versioning and 
releases. 
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B: How should code be committed to, and included in, eDiBle to ensure a high level 
of quality? 

No. Idea 

1 Who owns the code? Who maintains the code? Make it clear! 

2 Now we are very dependent: Match backlogs. 

3 An eDiBle “member” in all teams that know how to contribute, and gets the 
trust. 

4 Communicate new changes. 

5 Those who contribute are no experts. Verify their code. Test their code. 

6 A wiki-page with all the hacks, and descriptions of the functionality. 

7 Lieutenants who can say no or yes, based on quality.  No matter what the 
market department says. 

8 Move to subversion. Git or Mercurial. Train people in those things. 

9 Clear and strict syntax. Four spaces not a tab, etc. 

10 Multiple versions. 

11 Make the eDiBle library more mature and weed out the poor APIs. 

12 Explain the flows of contributing code better. 

13 Change the Ericsson Culture. Now everyone who writes a bit of code own 
that bit of code. 

14 Less complains… 

15 Communicate what you are doing. 

16 Define different modules of contributions: Small Fixes, Bigger Things 
(such as a new API) and recognize the different competences/trust 
level/principles are needed to participate like that. 

17 Anyone can always contribute. The lowest level is to contribute with ideas 
and request. And those contributions should be warmly welcomed and 
encouraged.  

18 You can not say “NO” and just reject a new idea, but rather make sure you 
get the need and the user story as a contributed idea. 

19 At the moment, who are allowed to do what? 

20 Scrum is not the way forward. A new way where it is easier to switch focus 
and have time for unplanned work.  
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21 Unplanned work: How to budget that. Recognize the needs. 

22 Let hacks be hacks, and don’t check that into the code base. Explain how to 
prototype. 

23 Clear principles for implementations that all can understand. 

24 Automatic regression testing on everything that is committed. 

25 All commits should be tagged with the TR, task, user story. 

26 Traceability of the committed code to see that is new and not. (Git) 

27 We do not want Clear Case again! Not to much documents, permission, etc. 

28 Everyone should have a clear understanding and expect that they have to 
budget a certain amount of time to check stuff in.  

29 Clear standards of how to code. 

30  A better way to merge big modules, incremental including, we have to 
know what they are working on. 

 

C: How can we make it easy for other teams to learn, and work with eDiBle (and 
other reusable components)? 

No. Idea 

1 Clear guidelines, does and don’ts. 

2 Need good examples of the bits that we are proud of. (If one looks at all the 
edible code there is a lot that we are not proud of) 

3 Make the code more mature, and make room for that in the backlog. 

4 Make good documentation, maybe a technical writer is needed. 

5 If a developer finds it difficult there should be different ways to teach him - 
training sessions, video tutorials, come and work with us. 

6 One expert in all teams. 

7 API examples. 

8 If problem – who can I ask? How? 

9 Clear documents about syntax. 

10 Hard to start, it is complicated, but instead of just explaining functionality, 
explain how you should use stuff. 
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11 Enable search in the community / FAQ etc. 

12 Demonstrate installation, make it more evident. 

13 Clean APIs that explains themselves. 

14 Good Wiki which explains which module is for me. 

15 eTube: video demos, tutorials etc. 

16 Keep documentation to a minimum – automatic generation of documents. 

17 Hire software developers that can write code without documentation. 

18 Decide once and for all that eDiBle is a good idea. 

19 Make it easy to contribute to the documentation as well. 



 

V 
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The interview guide used during the external interviews. However, the interviews 
were performed as semi-structured, using the guide only as a framework to make sure 
that no important aspects were forgotten.  

Introduction 

• Who are you? Describe your role in the organization. 

• Describe the organization. Teams, locations etc. 

• Any dependencies between the teams? 

 

Working process 

• Describe your development process. Scrum? Kanban? 

o Are you satisfied with the current working process? 

 

How to enhance developer to developer communication? 

• How are requirements communicated to the developers? 

o How are they prioritized? 

• In what way are solutions related to the requirements? 

• How do you handle bugs? 

o How are they communicated? 

o How are they prioritized? 

• How do developers communicate with each other? 

o What channels for communication are there? Tools? 

o Who decides what channels/tools to use? 

• About what do developers communicate? 

• How do the developers know who to turn to? 

• How to find competence within the company? 

• Is communication between developers considered important within the 
company? 

• What is your opinion on the importance of informal communication? 

o Try to estimate the amount of informal communication at the company. 

• Are there any incentives or rewards for communicating? 

• Is work across sites coordinated? 

o How? 

• Is there a common goal that all developers are aware of? 

o How is this communicated to the developers? 
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How to facilitate work with reusable components? 

• Do you have guidelines and standards for how to write code? 

o How has this been communicated? 

• Who decides what code is included in the product? 

• Do you systematically reuse any software? 

o How? 

• Who decides what code is of sufficient quality to be reused? 

o Do you find it easy to reuse software? 

• What aspects are important when reusing software? 

• What is the company opinion on reuse? 

• Do you provide an internal community to encourage communication? 

• What are your procedures for documentation? 

o Do you consider pedagogical aspects? 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX 7:1 – Interview Tobii Technology 
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The essence of the outcome of the interview with Nina Rhodin, Test Manager at Tobii 
Technology. 

• Some of the software teams have recently started working with Scrum. There 
are some initial problems but the teams are adapting the process to their needs. 
Usually they inspire each other in terms of solving similar inconveniences in 
the process. 

• The Product Owner is responsible for the market view and should make sure 
that the right things are done at the right time. Mainly this is done in advance 
and when writing a specification of requirements several different developers 
are involved. 

• Jira is used as a tool for tracking bugs and other issues. It is also used to plan 
what will be included in which release and different items are prioritized using 
Jira. 

• Almost weekly there is a Change Control Board meeting where priority of 
bugs is discussed. During the discussion decision is also made whether a bug 
is real or if it is to be ignored. After the prioritization bugs are delegated to the 
different teams. There is also a thing called “future improvement” where some 
bugs, that are not critical at the moment end up. 

• As a developer you are often involved in several projects, developing new 
features as well as correcting bugs for both existing products and those under 
development. 

• Skype as well as video conferencing is used frequently within Tobii. E-mail is 
considered to be less satisfying in the meaning that tune of the voice and body 
language is lacking. The interviewee also stresses the fact that being able to 
connect a face to the name of the person you are talking to raises the 
communication to a different level. 

• There is a wiki-page introducing each of the employees by name and photo. 

• Once every quarter there is an “all Tobii”-meeting where the entire 
international organization is invited to participate. During these meetings 
employees are informed about the overall roadmap and goals. 

• From time to time there are workshops arranged to introduce/discuss certain 
methodologies or likewise. 
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The essence of the outcome of the interview with Andreas Amsenius, Software 
Developer at Klarna. 

• All developers are located at the office in Stockholm. Developers are divided 
in teams of eight, specialized in various fields. Each team includes a team 
leader (responsible for the code quality), a technical tester and a test analyst. 
Each developer also belongs to one of three cross-team clusters. 

• The teams used to work according to Scrum principles, in two week sprints 
but have changed to working according with Kanban. The main underlying 
reason for the change was that items were finished long before the sprint 
ended and had to wait to be released.  

• Projects are broken down into smaller tickets, each not requiring more than 
two weeks work for one developer to complete. Once a week there is a 
grooming meeting where architects and business people participate to discuss 
the new tickets. They decide whether the ticket is adequately broken down and 
if the ticket should be done. 

• Even though the teams have certain focus areas they work on whatever is of 
the highest priority, but this can be synchronized between the teams. All 
developers of the team are involved in the planning of the execution of the 
ticket, but the team can work on more than one ticket at a time. 

• To properly understand each ticket the team commits to, this is discussed with 
the Product Owner. Sometimes this step of the process is overlooked, which 
have on several occasions caused the team to start over due to having 
misinterpreted the ticket.  

• Bugs are reported and handled in Devbugs. Bugs reported are discussed by the 
end of the week and at that point they are prioritized and some are eliminated. 
Team lead has the possibility to add a bug to the backlog. Usually an alarm 
mail is sent out to the developers when an important bug has been discovered. 

• Jira is used to write tickets, descriptions and acceptance criteria. Within the 
team post-its are then used to illustrate the state of each ticket. Tickets are 
supposed to be independent of each other (this is supposed to be ensured by 
the architects and the business people during the grooming meeting), but 
sometimes this is not the case. Since the communication between the teams is 
not very frequent this is likely to cause redundant work to be performed. 

• There is almost no integration of the different development teams and there is 
no common goal to work towards. However, the new manager talks a lot about 
the importance of having a common goal and it might be on its way. 

• There has been some argues about code conventions and standards, but the 
programming language used (Erlang) is not very advanced and there is not 
many different ways of programming using it. Standards for coding are 
presented on a Wiki. Though, a problem with the Wiki is that is does not react 
quickly enough on changes made, why the information presented on the Wiki 
cannot always be considered up to date and thereby useful. 

• Documentation is only written in brief since comments tend to get inadequate 
an irrelevant. However, if the code produced is very complicated more 
generous documentation can be written. 
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The essence of the outcome of the interview with Dan Lilliehorn, Head of Software 
Development at ENEA. 

• The software development department where Dan Lilliehorn is section 
manager has distributed development in Romania, India, China and USA. The 
teams consist of developers from different sites. For instance, 6 developers in 
Sweden, 6 in Romania and 1 team leader from Sweden. Outsourcing has been 
a gradually process. 

• A developing process called Product Provisioning Process (PPP) is in use. 
According to Dan it is similar to “Props” which is used in Ericsson. PPP is a 
water fall based development process with gates and deliverables. 

• Requirements are handled using an issue handling system. At the moment both 
Jira and Focal Point are in use at the department. The requirements are 
prioritized by the steering group. 

• External bugs are handled in Jira. The support engineers create a ticket and if 
there is a need for changes in the product they make a change request which is 
delegated to a development team. 

• Internal bugs are handled in Jira. Delegation of and communication about the 
bugs is handled in Jira. 

• At ENEA the CR responsibility is rotating among the developers. During 3-4 
weeks developers are responsible for fixing bugs and during that time they are 
dedicated to work with that. According to Dan it would not be a good idea to 
hire people specially for this job.  

• The teams are communicating in different ways. For collocated teams 
communication is not a problem. The teams with developers from both 
Romania and Sweden have video conferences each week. Instant messaging is 
up to the team to decide if they want to use. 

• When ENEA recruits a new developer in Romania they work in Sweden for a 
couple of weeks to be introduced to the developers in Sweden. 

• Conferences often take place in locations where the Romanians also can join. 

• Dan points out that developers must respect each other regardless of the site 
they are working at. This is of fundamental importance according to him. 

• There are different code standards for different products at ENEA. These 
standards are usually published on the intranet, accessible for anyone. 

• At ENEA reuse of code is common. There is usually a system owner for each 
product. 
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The essence of the outcome of the interview with Peter Antman, R&D Manager at 
Polopoly. 

• The developer teams at Polopoly are cross-functional. Peter has experience 
from all kinds of team constellations such as architectural-, or module based 
teams but according to him these constellations are not as efficient since 
neither of them delivers customer value. The teams only create subsystems. 

• There are two developer teams and one support team at Polopoly. The support 
team uses Kanban and the developer teams use Scrum. The support team was 
introduced to tackle the continuous distracting activities that interrupted the 
Scrum sprints. When Peter Antman started as R&D manager at Polopoly he 
“put a glass shield” over the development department and removed all 
distracting activities. However this didn’t mean that the need from other 
stakeholders disappeared and therefore the support team was introduced to 
handle disturbing activities, working with Kanban. 

• The support team uses a Kanban board to illustrate work flow and everyday 
the teams and Peter meet by that board. The board has a system for queues 
where overload is visualized. Peter and the manager of the support 
organization are responsible for the prioritizing of the Kanban board together. 

• The support team is populated with developers from the developer 
organization and the responsibility rotates. 

• At Polopoly the length of the Scrum sprints are one week. 

• Planning is handled using to the following process: First a roadmap is being 
developed. This describes future features at a very high level. Then a rough 
plan is made for the next major release. (There are two major releases each 
year.) Both the management and the developers are involved in forming this 
plan. From this plan different “themes” are identified. A “theme” is a near 
zone planning of two months. One team takes responsibility for one theme, 
and executes this by breaking it down first into superstories and then into 
stories. Everything that the teams work with is formulated as stories according 
to Agile principles. This is important because everything comes down to the 
team’s ability to develop customer value. It is important that the requirement is 
not formulated as technical specifications. 

• Peter explains that it is important to break things down into valuable stories 
that can be handled in a shorter period of time. According to his experience 
organizations may fail with this because they specify things to much from the 
beginning. For example, if an organization is planning to build a house, they 
start with defining that there is a basement, and then they divide this basement 
into smaller tasks and finally a team is delegated a corner in the basement 
wardrobe. That is not a good way to add customer value. According to Peter it 
is important to change aspects such as this also if an organization whishes to 
succeed with Scrum. It is not enough to define a backlog and a product owner 
and think that everything else will work out. 

• Many companies define very specific user stories and specifications before 
any one knows if there is time to implement them. This is not a good ways of 
working because the user stories will probably be reformulated or canceled. 
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• Everyone wants some kind of guarantee, and people want to know in advance 
what is going to be developed. We have trust in our organization and our ways 
of working but external parts wants deliverables in beforehand. This is a 
problem when you want to sell Agile projects since it is principally impossible 
to say on beforehand that the “first of April” you will get all these 
specifications. To do that you have to know everything in advance and plan 
everything with dependencies and finally calculate a date for the delivery. 

• There is no specific program or methodology to handle learning in the 
organization. According to Peter the cross functional teams are solve this. 
Further more all teams have one developer who is interested in architectural 
issues who coordinates with other teams. They meet once a week and 
coordinate architectural issues. This team also shares knowledge and spread it 
to the others in the organization. 

• Peter believes that a Wiki is a good way to handle information. In the Wiki 
experience is collected, and things are documented without any specific rules. 

• Furthermore Peter states that a strategy for handling versioning is of 
fundamental importance and according to him Agile methods do not work 
until the organization have a decent versioning handling. Polopoly uses the 
product Git and the strategy of branches. Every change of the code base is a 
ticket and that ticket gets a branch in Git. This branch is not added to the main 
trunk until it is completely finished. “No junk on trunk” is of fundamental 
importance to Peter and he strongly believes that his organization would have 
a very hard time keeping the trunk in a decent shape if Git was not used. 
Polopoly used to use SVN (which is used in the eDiBle project) and Peter 
believes that it was completely useless. They ended up in a situation where the 
trunk was some kind of public mainline where people threw in all kinds of 
“good to have” features and when time for a release they had to browse 
through all of that. His experience tells that the situation becomes untenable 
sooner than anyone can imagine and there is a great risk that functionality that 
is not yet completed leaks into production. 
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1.1 UBUNTU 

Launched in 2004, Ubuntu is by far the most popular Linux distribution today. It is an 
operating system that powers desktops, servers, netbooks and laptops. 

+/- General observations and observations regarding  learning   

+ On the first page: www.ubuntu.com they are targeting both users and 
contributors. Get support. Join the community. 

+ On the first page of the community there is a clear guide to different areas 
of interest: "Whether you're an experienced Linux user or you're just getting 
started..." 

+ Even if Ubuntu is an enormous project it is easy for the visitor to find his 
way to an area of interest, and to get an overview of the important aspects. 

+ If one want to find information fast there is a search function. 

+ Ubuntu has a clear guide to all important aspects of development! Including 
installation, trust, committing code, experts etc! Clearly very easy to start 
working. 

+ Anyone with the right technical skills can contribute. If you're new to the 
process, you can find a mentor within the development team to help you 
along. Clearly they address the learning issue with this philosophy. And 
also the "sale-issue": when a person is interested he will start 
communicating and easier be 'hooked' 

+ There is also information and contribution-options for non technical 
persons. (Artwork, marketing, "managers") 

+ "To get a broad overview of its architecture first. For that, see 
UbuntuArchitecture." They now that people want an overview before 
getting started. 

+ "UbuntuDevelopers explains the roles of developers in the Ubuntu project 
and how to join the teams." Note that they clearly explain what they expect 
from the participants. 

+ Great with a quick start. "If you are brand new to Ubuntu Development and 
need to install the development tool set, or need step by step reminder on 
how to, check out the Ubuntu Beginner Developers' Tools Installation 
Quick Start" 

+ "To find the developer responsible for the component you're working on, 
see Developer Responsibilities." Makes it easy to know who to contact. 

+ Nice, clean and tidy design. 

- Maybe too much information and to comprehensive tutorials. 
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+/- Observations related to communication  

+ On the first page there is a clear link to SUPPORT, and there are different 
ways to get support: 1. Documentation, 2. Live support chat, 3. Web 
forums, 4. Mailing list, 5. Technical answer system, 6. Local language 
support 

+ It is shortly explained how to use the different communication channels and 
no misunderstandings can be made 

+ On the first page of Ubuntu Wiki there are clear indications on how to 
communicate. 

+ "Automated notifications of development activity." Nice for those who need 
such information, should be related to roadmap. 

+ "Keeping the project transparent". They emphasize the need for this. 

+ "Every developer can be expected to read the Ubuntu-devel-announce@ 
list. If your announcement is important enough, send it there." A good way 
to keep all updated. 

+ There is clear information on how to report a bug. Notice that they provide 
a full tutorial on how to report bugs! 

+ All bugs are searchable so that others can find it and not report it twice. 

+ All bugs are searchable so that others can find it and not report it twice. 

+ Clear information on how to communicate ideas, discuss features, propose 
ideas, etc. 

 

Contribution 

"Support requests, feature and policy discussions, and development ideas all have 
their own dedicated mailing lists or forums. 

 

Support requests should go to support requests in Launchpad, the Ubuntu forums, the 
#ubuntu channel on the Freenode IRC server, or the Ubuntu-users mailing list. 

Feature and policy discussions should be discussed on the Ubuntu-devel mailing list. 

Development ideas should be discussed on the Ubuntu-devel mailing list." 

 

These software packages are sorted into two repositories: Main which contains the 
core components of Ubuntu maintained by the core Ubuntu developers, and Universe 
which contains other software from the Open Source world also packaged for 
Ubuntu. Unless you're already a proficient contributor to one of the core components 
in Ubuntu, you should begin with the Universe Repository. 
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Code contribution follows the following patterns: 

These software packages are sorted into two repositories: Main which contains the 
core components of Ubuntu maintained by the core Ubuntu developers, and Universe 
which contains other software from the Open Source world also packaged for 
Ubuntu. Unless you're already a proficient contributor to one of the core components 
in Ubuntu, you should begin with the Universe Repository. 

 

Contributing to the Universe Repository (MOTU): 

To get started as a MOTU hopeful you can: Play with the tools you need as a 
MOTU. Sign up for the Ubuntu-MOTU-mentors mailing list. Read the Packaging 
Guide. Join the MOTU school lessons that address relevant issues about package 
maintenance. Look over the MOTU Tasks list to see which projects need help. Get in 
touch with a MOTU Mentor who will help you with the basics. Once you have 
gained experience with packaging tasks (for example, by playing an active role in the 
MOTU team), you will be able to move from a universe-only maintainer to an 
Ubuntu core developer by applying for membership of the core development team. 
NB: The MOTUs also maintain many of the packages for Ubuntu's partner projects 
including Kubuntu, Edubuntu and Xubuntu, so if you want to contribute to one of 
these specifically, you will need to get involved with the MOTUs. 

 

Contributing to the Main Repository: 

The core components of Ubuntu are maintained by number of specialized teams with 
their own area of responsibility. If you have a special interest in helping out in one of 
these areas, you can become involved with that specific team. (Note that these are all 
trusted people) 

If you want to program brand-new features specifically for Ubuntu or redesign and 
develop current ones, there are several ways to get you started: 

Look through the list of Ubuntu specifications on Launchpad. Pick one that interests 
you, and hopefully there should be enough information to begin with an 
implementation. 

Look through the list of paid bounty projects that are registered for Ubuntu in 
Launchpad. Pick one that interests you and submit a proposal and references. 

Write and package brand new software for Ubuntu. Contact the MOTUs to get new 
software into the Ubuntu Universe so that people can try it out and give you 
feedback. In time it may become part of the Ubuntu Main portfolio of applications 
that are available to all Ubuntu users by default. 

 

Contact: 

If you have ideas and suggestions on new features and improvements that you would 
like to see and help bring to Ubuntu, you can: 

Add your ideas to the Ubuntu Brainstorm for features you'd like to see in Ubuntu, 
products, marketing suggestions or any other ideas you'd like to add here. Before 
each new release cycle is initiated, the developers go through the Brainstorm page 
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and bring up any ideas that they like. 

Write a specification - a short description what feature or improvement you would 
like to implement and why and how it should be implemented. All specifications for 
Ubuntu are tracked in Blueprint, the feature specification tracking part of the 
Launchpad system. Writing a good specification is an art, the finer points of which 
are discussed here. 

(Note that all developers can see the blueprint of what is being made, and that they 
have instructions for how to write good specifications.) 

Once you have written your specification, you will need to get it approved for 
inclusion in Ubuntu by the Ubuntu core developers. Specifications are approved at 
the Ubuntu Developers' Summit which takes place at the beginning of each new 
development cycle. You will need to add your specification to the Summit listing in 
Launchpad and show up at the summit and present your specification, lead 
discussion and submit it for approval. If you can't make it to the summit in person, 
you can either have another community member present it for you, or try to present 
through on-line chat or VOIP. 

Another way to get your feature into Ubuntu is by packaging it for the Universe 
repositories and thus making it available to other Ubuntu users. This will make it 
possible for others to try it out before committing to having it as a standard feature of 
Ubuntu. 

(Note the different levels of trust. Trust has to be earned in this community by 
starting with small communication.) 

Anyone who has made significant contributions to the Ubuntu community can be 
recognized as an Ubuntu Member by applying for membership to the Community 
Council. Ubuntu Members play an essential role in Ubuntu governance as they may 
be called upon to vote on resolutions put to the members by the Community Council 
and generally confirm its decisions. You also need to become an Ubuntu Member in 
order to become an Ubuntu Developer or MOTU. 

Ubuntu uses Launchpad to keep track of bugs and their fixes 

 

1.2 WordPress  

WordPress is a tool for creating blogs and webpages. 

+/- General observations and observations regarding  learning  

- The WordPress docs (first page for developers) has a very clear focus on 
learning for users. Not developers. 

+ Notice that the focus is on how to get started. This will ensure you to start 
your learning process. 

- There is no clear overview for different interests. One has to go through 
loads of info to find specific areas of interests 

+ One way to participate to WordPress development is to suggest features and 
participate in the development planning process. Note that they also know 
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how to use the competence of people who are not developers. 

- To much info 

 

+/- Observations related to communication  

- There is no idiot-proof way that leads to communication. I need to browse 
around and find the section where I might get an answer of my questions 
there is no guidance to persons, groups, etc! 

- Notice that they are totally relaying on search. 

+ All types of feedback, whether they're genuine bugs or feature requests, are 
reported the same way in the WordPress project. Makes it easy for "users" 
to report stuff! Seems like a good idea, since it is hard for users to separate 
bugs from small feature requests. 

+/- There is a comprehensive tutorial on how to report bugs (maybe to 
comprehensive). 

 

Contribution  

You can also subscribe to the WP-hackers mailing list to participate in discussions 
regarding WordPress development. All contributions, ideas and suggestions are 
welcome at the mailing list. Sometimes, requests are also made on the list asking for 
the help of volunteers to assist in the improvement and development of specific 
functionality. 

The WP-hackers list is meant for people interested in extending WordPress either 
through plug-ins or improvements to the core code. Said another way, "the WP-
hackers list is a place for advanced development discussion (hacking) and WordPress 
core discussion. This means it's not well suited for general development discussion 
and support questions primarily because a certain level of working knowledge of 
WordPress and PHP is assumed." 

- "Setting aside the similarities between Ryan, Andrew, Mark and Peter to Charlie’s 
Angels for a moment, the question of how decisions about features are made needs to 
be addressed. There are a number of mechanisms in place for communication 
between the community and the core team, but with so many different channels, it’s 
hard to keep up with them all and still focus on production. Here’s where we are 
now… (Notice that the core-team takes all decisions, and do not trust others.) 

- Trac: The ticket system used for active development has gotten out of control. 
Hundreds of tickets are already lined up for future versions because they were punted 
from current releases; many aren’t even relevant anymore. Trac has wound up being 
a place where people report bugs, suggest code changes, request features and debate 
methodologies; some of these conversations are years old. This broad use of the 
system makes it harder to power through tickets and get bugs fixed. (Notice that the 
bug tracking system is getting out of control! How do we handle small fixes and 
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bugs? Separate bugs and fixes from request and requirements.) 

- Ideas forum: The Ideas forum is a place where anyone can suggest a new feature, 
rate features suggested by others, leave comments, and generally discuss the future 
of the WordPress application. However, like Trac, some of the items here  are years 
old. Because of the way the rating system works, older items remain at the top of the 
list. Some threads are simply he said/she said preference arguments, as opposed to 
constructive discussions about the value of implementing certain features or changes. 
There’s no direct connection between the Ideas forum and Trac. (Notice that there is 
a risk that even the idea forum and the requirement gets out of control.) 

- WordPress-dev IRC channel: Discussions range from how to use hooks to whether 
or not something in core should be changed to troubleshooting for other list 
members.  

- WordPress is an Open Source project, successful because of the community that 
both develops and uses it. At the same time, some people find it difficult to become 
involved in the project, and are unsure of how to engage with the core team and 
community at large. The channels listed above can be overwhelming to someone just 
joining the community, and/or frustrating to longtime community members who feel 
like they used to have more influence. We need to fix this. The WordPress project 
needs to be welcoming, easy to navigate as a contributor, and provide useful 
feedback to help grow the expertise of its community members. (Notice that it is 
difficult to get involved if there are no guidance and no clear paths.) 

 

1.3 Firefox  

Mozilla Firefox is one of the most popular Internet browsers of today. 

+/- General observations and observations regarding  learning  

+ "You don’t have to be a C++ guru (or even know what that means!) to 
contribute." They makes it easy for others to contribute as well - use all 
competences 

+ Home of Firefox community marketing. (Great with a market department) 

+ Area of Interest (a good overview of different areas of interest) 

+ Good overview of tools 

- Not so clear “quick start” with overview of the process 

+ But good information on all possible areas 

+ Working with Mozilla Source Code A code overview, how to get the code, 
and the coding style guide. 

+ Comprehensive build tutorials. Because the Mozilla code base builds many 
different applications and has many options, it is complex to use and learn. 
Please read these instructions carefully before attempting a build. 
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+ Good with support for build problems. "If you are having build problems, 
please post questions to the newsgroup mozilla.dev.builds (access via 
Google Groups). Make your post as precise as possible, including details 
about your operating system, your mozconfig/configure flags, and the 
precise error you are experiencing."  

+ Great tutorials to write patches 

 

+/- Observations related to communication  

- Not so clear. Have to look around to find out who to communicate to. 

- No mentor 

+ Most of the communication about code changes takes place in the bug, so 
be sure that the bug describes the exact problem being solved. (Note that 
they are collecting all communication about the bug in the place where the 
bug is reported) 

 

Contribution  

+ Every change to the code is tracked by a bug in bugzilla.mozilla.org 

+ without a bug, code will not be reviewed, and without review, code will not be 
accepted 

+ All code is supervised by a module owner. This person will be responsible for 
reviewing and accepting the change. Before writing code, determine the module 
owner and verify with him that the proposed change is acceptable. He may want to 
look over any new user interface (UI review), functions (API review), or test cases 
for the proposed change. 

+ The Mozilla project is far too big for any one person -- or even a small set of 
people -- to make ongoing decisions regarding code appropriateness, quality or 
readiness to be checked into the CVS source repository. The project includes both a 
set of core technologies (layout engine, networking libraries, cross-platform 
component model, etc.) and a set of applications built with those technologies 
(browsers, mail/news readers, calendar, Internet Relay Chat client). The code is large 
and complex; the number of daily decisions to be made is enormous. The project 
would slow to a crawl if a small set of people tried to make the majority of decisions 
regarding particular pieces of code. 

Instead, decision-making is distributed to a range of participants through its 
"modules" and module ownership. A module is a set of files that implement a piece 
of functionality with reasonably defined boundaries. A module may be the set of 
files in a directory, such as the directory "accessible" for the "Accessibility" module, 
or a module may be more conceptual, such as "Style sheets.” In the latter case the 
module might include a number of files in different areas of the source tree. A 
module could contain just two files (if written in C or C++): a .h file and a .c or .cpp 
file. 
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The Module Owner Role: 

A "module owner" is the person to whom leadership of a module's development has 
been delegated. Historically delegation was done by a group known as "mozilla.org 
staff." Going forward this will be done by the owner and peers of the Module 
Ownership module. This gives us a clearly understood framework for addressing 
questions about modules and module ownership. Module ownership includes a range 
of responsibilities, such as: improving code quality, implementing revisions and 
innovations as appropriate, coordinating development with that of the rest of the 
code base, developing and maintaining a shared understanding of where the module 
is headed, developing APIs where appropriate, documenting as much as possible, 
responding appropriately to code contributions, design suggestions and stated needs 
of the community; and creating an environment where competent newcomers are 
welcomed and included. 

A module owner's OK is required to check code into that module. In exchange, we 
expect the module owner to care about what goes in, respond to patches submitted by 
others, and be able to appreciate code developed by other people. Module owners 
have a fair amount of flexibility in how they do this. We do not have an elaborate set 
of rules or procedures for how module owners manage their modules. If it works and 
the community is generally happy, great. If it doesn't, let's fix it and learn. 

Module Owners need not do all the work of managing the module themselves. 
Module owners may identify others who can also approve code for check-in into a 
module. These developers are known as "peers" and ought to possess many of the 
qualities of a good module owner. Module owners must designate to a peer the 
evaluation of their own code; module owners are not permitted to review their own 
code. If there is no module owner, the OK of a peer is sufficient to check code into 
that module. 

Module owners are not tyrants. They are chartered to make decisions with input from 
the community and in the best interests of the community. Module owners are not 
required to make code changes or additions solely because the community wants 
them to do so. (Like anyone else, the module owners may write code because they 
want to, because their employers want them to, because the community wants them 
to, or for some other reason.) Module owners do need to pay attention to patches 
submitted to that module. However "pay attention" does not mean agreeing to every 
patch. Some patches may not make sense for Mozilla; some may be poorly 
implemented. Module owners have the authority to decline a patch; this is a 
necessary part of the role. We ask the module owners to describe in the relevant bug 
their reasons for wanting changes to a patch, for declining it altogether, or for 
postponing review for some period. We don't ask or expect them to rewrite patches 
to make them acceptable. Similarly, module owners may need to delay review of a 
promising patch due to an upcoming deadline. For example, a patch may be of 
interest, but not for the next milestone. In such a case it may make sense for the 
module owner to postpone review of a patch until after matters needed for a 
milestone have been finalized. Again, we expect this to be described in the relevant 
bug. And of course, it shouldn't go on very often or for very long or escalation and 
review is likely. 
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Escalation and Review 

The owner and peers of the Module Ownership module will get involved if 
controversy develops and cannot be resolved otherwise. A module owner may ask 
for a public statement of agreement with a particular action. Sometimes other 
contributors suggest ways in which a module owner might improve. Sometimes there 
is ongoing controversy. We prefer that the community resolve these issues when 
possible, but acknowledge that this can't happen all the time. We try to avoid making 
absolute decisions like "this must happen" but will do so if required. 

 

Criteria for Module Ownership 

There are a number of important elements of good module ownership. First is the 
person's expertise with the code in question. But over time we've learned that a set of 
additional criteria is also important, and that a great hacker can be a poor module 
owner. The criteria that go into the mix for a good module owner include: 

Expertise with the code in the module 

Current level of involvement with the module 

Understanding/vision of where the module ought to be headed 

Appropriate understanding of Mozilla code base as a whole and the module's 
relationship to it 

Ability to evaluate code for that module, including contributions of patches and new 
features 

Ability to evaluate impact of code on other parts of the code base 

Ability to communicate with a diverse, geographically distributed community 

Willingness to evaluate contributions on their merits, regardless of their source (i.e., 
no 'not invented here' syndrome) 

Ability to consider varying perspectives and needs of different consumers of that 
module 

Ability to resolve different needs through factoring or other abstraction techniques 
when appropriate 

 

Tracking Module Owner and Peer Data through Despot 

Mozilla uses a access-controlled database known as "Despot" (despot.mozilla.org) to 
track code modules, module owners and peers. The data from that database, 
including an indication of what code makes up each module, can be publicly viewed 
at www.mozilla.org/owners.html. Modules, module owners and peers for modules 
relating to other, non-coding activities, including the Module Ownership module 
itself, can be found at http://wiki.mozilla.org/Module_Owners_Activities_Modules. 

After you have obtained the source code, made changes to it, built and tested it (and 
included your tests in your patch, if possible), you'll want to get your changes 
reviewed and checked in. In order to do that, you need to create a file listing the 
changes you made, called a patch or a diff file. You can generate it using hg diff or 
cvs diff command. 
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Mozilla Development Strategies: 

- Work on the most important bugs first: Everyone likes to check in. But keep in 
mind that your check-in rate isn't everything. It's better to fix one data loss bug, 
crasher, or performance bug that really affects the user than edge case bugs that are 
rarely seen or minor bugs. 

- If you're working on something massive, start a branch 

- If you are working on something big, and you want to be able to check in 
incrementally without getting reviews, create a branch. But having a branch means 
dealing with conflicts when you land, and waiting a long time for reviews. 
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A screenshot of the new Wiki designed for project eDiBle. 

 

The site structure and the menu of the new Wiki: 
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The purpose of this lessons learned is to summarize some of the experiences that the 
authors has gained during the process of the thesis. 

• We have learnt that it is of great importance to get acceptance from different 
stakeholders when organizational changes are being developed. Problems are 
often diverse, depending on many factors such as politics, personalities and 
organizational impediments. It is important to consider personal opinions and 
present information and ideas without offending anyone. 

• Our own working process has been influenced by Agile methods. Several of 
the deliverables have been changed and revised more than once before we 
were satisfied with the result. We would recommend others to consider this 
ways of working, whether developing software or writing reports, because 
initially one does not have all the knowledge necessary to plan the entire 
process. Knowledge gathered along the way can be very valuable and it would 
be a shame if there was no room for this. 

• It is hard to adjust to Agile ways of working. All too often too much of the 
initial time is invested in the planning of details, which possibly will be 
changed later on. 

• We have noticed how some people have too much trust in Agile methods and 
adapt burn down charts, Scrum boards and other tools just for the sake of it. 
All processes should be adjusted so that they suit the persons using them. All 
too often detailed processes are forced on people but different people have 
different ways of doing things. Further more, common sense must not be 
forgotten.  

• When something new is about to be developed it is easy to be excessively 
positive and take on too many requirements. Demarcations are important, and 
should be carefully decided on. Prioritizing and focus absolutely fundamental 
for all type of development. 

• A good practice is to continuously communicate the progress of a 
development process to all stakeholders. The only way to make someone 
satisfied is to meet, or surpass, their expectations. Naturally, for that reason, it 
is important to make sure that the developers and the stakeholders define their 
expectations, respectively. 

• Long term planning is always tricky. Some kind of roadmap and schedule is 
necessary in all development but which is the best practice for this? In this 
thesis a rough road map/schedule was made in the beginning of the work. 
Each week the authors reviewed this schedule to make sure that deliverables 
could be made on time without too much stress. In Agile development any 
plan must have room for changed activities. According to the author’s 
experience this is fundamental if one want to develop creative solutions. For 
instance, in this thesis the authors did not initially plan for external interviews, 
but suddenly that activity was requested and could be performed. 

• Working in group is complicated and depends heavily on the competence of 
the participants. During this thesis both of the authors felt that they could rely 
on each other and trust the other to deliver high quality material. 
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• We performed both interviews and surveys to collect data for the analysis of 
the thesis. These are two different methods that we felt complemented each 
other well. While the interviews gave more detailed information the surveys 
made it possible to quantify problems, which is important when trying to 
convince someone. The results from the surveys were quite striking, which 
made them even easier to assimilate for the organization which had no 
problems accepting our findings. However, the interviews were necessary, 
enabling the questionnaire to be designed addressing the correct areas. If one 
of these activities had been removed the outcome would probably not have 
been the same. 

• When performing an interview, internally or externally, the preparation is 
essential. Early on we did end up in some tricky situations where we did not 
feel completely confident. We did learn from this and by having a plan for 
each meeting we avoided such situations. 

 


